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It’s time to scramble to your Arwing fighter and take a lightspeed jump tu
high adventure! The evil Andross is bent on crushing the planet Corneria

and reshaping the Lyjjat System with his t^tajed biotechnology. As Fox
McCloud, you must lead your daring team nf star pilots into the beat of
battle to restore Order and freedom across the system. That nilght be a
tail order for a rookie fresh out of the tornerian Flight Academy, but
we’ve downloaded all the top tips, tricks and battle tactics into this, the
official Nintendo Star Fox B4 Player’s Euide, This guide may mean the
difference betweeh space case and space ace!
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RUMBLINGS OF WAR
seems that all may be last. The forces of

Lorneria are no match for the hatred of

Andross and hip vile creations. World

after world falls to the forces of Venom

until only Cdrnerla stands free. At last,
*

General Pepper makes the decision to con

tact Fox McCloud, the son of James

McCloud, who now leads the Star Fox

team. It is the last chance and the final

Five years after exiling Andross to the

ravaged planet of Venom for his crimes

against Lorneria, General Pepper receives

disturbing reports of new biotechnology

experiments taking place on Venom. A

team of three agents penetrates the

defenses of the planet, hut Pigma

DenyHr betrays his colleagues, James

McCloud and Peppy Hare. Only Peppy

escapes the trap to return to Lorneria

where he warns General Pepper of the

treachery of Pigma and the growing dan-

ger from the exiled mad ape. As the evil

a hand of Andross stretches

M from Veriom

wk jL across the

Lylat Solar

^ System toward

Lorneria, It

Without hesitation. Fox and his colleagues

sign an with the Corner ian Air Force com-

manded by General Pepper. [Besides, they
# " 1 * • «

need plenty of cash to pay off the loan
*

'*

, ^ ,

",
,

on the Great Fox mother ship.) These

mercenary warriors represent the finest
p

” r

|

pitots and fighters in the Lylat System:
• >

*
*

Fox, the leader. Peppy Hare, the grizzled
, .

campaigner, Falco Lombardi, the brash but

courageous lieutenant, and Slippy Toad,,

the mechanical wizard.



Only the Star Wolf team* M
which is controlled by ^

Andra^s, ha^ comparable
# Sfcl

skills. Movw that Andross's

siege of Corneria has

begun, only the Star Fax team remains

free to counterattack from its base

aboard the Great Fox. But this will he just

the beginning of the battle. They must find

a way to reach Venom itself dnd end the

madness pt the spurce. Along the way they
*#

will encounter the horrific creations of

Andross nn fifteen worlds, and theg will
\

employ every high-tech weapon and secret

tactic that they possess* Above alt theg

must fight as a team if they hope^ to reach

the end of their mission* d V

Andross must he defeated

at any cost, and the

cost mag be
^

very high,*
4

'
-

PAYBACK
BEGIN5
NOW.



THE STAR FOX TEAM
Each of tlie four courageous members of the Star Fox team

plays a central role in your mission to defeat Andross. You

don’t fly alone into encyny territory. Instead, you go with your

three wingmen. Peppy, Falco and Slippy. It is vital that you lend

them assistance when required to keep the team intact.

CHANNEL OPEN
Keep your eyes and ears open at all times. Your wingmen will often point out

a foe's weakness, uncover a hidden path or give you vila^clues to the survival

of the Star Fox team. Though you may not like to be interrupted in the heat

of battle, your wingmen wouldn't do it without good reason.

PEPPY HARE
Peppy's career in the Star Fox team began

long ago when Fox's father, James

McCloud, led the fearless fliers. Although

lie's a bit crusty, Peppy is a steady com-

panion who is loyal to the core and fierce

in battle. He is a source of wisdom, so pay

attention when he makes a suggestion.

SLIPPY TOAD
Slippy Toad brings enthusiasm and mechan-

ical know-how to the team. As a fly^r,

(hough, he leaves something lo be desired.

In fact, he seems lo gel in trouble whenev-

er you lei him out of your sight. But it's bet-

ter to have him along, in spite of his fallings.

Slippy will route sensor scans of major toes

through Great Fox's computer. Once the

scans arc complete, the enemy's Shield

Gauge will be displayed.

Tklw lirrfiil r-'flf] tut*
tcuperaLurcJi ur to

l&niPo*a

.

nintendo player’s guide
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FALCD LOMBARDI
Falco specializes in flying rings amumE his foes, bul he

lakes more chances than most pi hits and, sometimes, he

pays dearly for his brashness* Falco never quils, bill he

complains constantly* He has a lol (o gripe ahoul now*

Falco's limit iik] instincts will serve you well in the coming bat lies. He
may be Not headed and brash, but you can trust bis advice. Follow his

combat and navigational suggestions.

steir fox B4 7

FDX McCLOUD
|. *

The young leader of the* Star Fox team

lost his father to the evil machinations of

Andross and I’igma Den gar* He has

vowed to destroy Andross with the help

of his friends. Fox lys proven his skill as

i pilot in space and oo the ground, but

this will he his greatest lest.

When one of your wingmen sends out a mayday, you'd better

answer the calf. You'll have to trust each other and watch

each other's hacks if ypu expect to succeed against Andross

and his cruel hordes* If all of you are alive and well al the end

of a mission, you may qualify for a medal from the Comcrian

Air Force (see pages through 22 for more relevant data

files). In addition, saving one of your wingmen may be part of

a secret mission or may help open

* up a new path for you lo explore.

Answering a distress call

may be annoying al times,

but your wingmen will

return the favor many
times over.



'• STAR FOX WHO’S WHO
No war just about tactics. It’s about the people?

wild become embroiled in the iiiniiumental events

that lead up to battle. In the Lylat System* the

main characters fall into two camps: the

Cornerians and the forces that support Andross.
#

*Sbmo of the relationships may surprise you.

SDN

1 It'll, Fox's hesl

fritnd from Ihe

Academy, is a

-
.
squadron mm-

maoder in the Cornerian Air Force*

You'll meet up with him on Kalina,

at Solar and in Sector X.

The commander
-

, in chief of the

g
Cornertan Air

Forte, General
*

Pepper still feels guilty I hat he

sen! fames Mi ( loud to his doom.

Now that he has hired Fox, he

feels responsible for the young

flyer's future.
STAR FOX
TEAM

CORIMERIAN
AIR FORCE

ROB (»4, the robot it navigator aboard

Great Fox, considers Slipp> its best

friend, probably because Slippy regu-

larly recharges RGB's pro Ion packs.

8 nintendn player's guide



STAR WOLF TEAMTREACHERY

Wolf, the leader ol I hi* mercenary

Sliir Wolf team, would like nothing

more than lo see Fox McC loud fail.

Leon the chameleon is a master of disguise

and running ladies. No one knows where lie

t onus from, l>uf one thing is for sure: Leon

loves to inflict pain and mavheni wherever

he goes. I fe is second only lo Wolf as a flyer.

Andrew, nephew of Andross, is not much
of a liver or a fighter Hts favorite hook is

The Apes of Wrath.

Andross's genius ts mate lied only

hy his evil intentions. He dreams

of the day when all l»eings in the

lylal System iierform his bidding.

Kail Monroe has

she's alive. She

notice-and soon.



OPERATIONS MANUAL
As a member o^ the Star Fax team, you have access ta the

most advanced combat craft that Cornerian science has ta

offer: the Arwirig fighter, the Landmaster tank and the
Blue-Marine attack sub. ROB G4 has prepared the following

data files for you. They contain complete technical readouts
for each vehicle, including performance capabilities, weapons
and defense systems. Review them carefully.

Developed hy Arspace Dynamics Co., Ltd., the

Arwing is the mosl powerful air ami space superiori-

ty fighter in (he galaxy. Wilh its powerful laser can-

non, Smart Bomb launch^ and state-of-the-art G-dif-

fuser system, the Arwinjfk capable of Liking on mul-

tiple enemy targets simultaneously. Andross current-

ly uses spacecraft that are inferior lo the ALwing, but

recent intelligence reports indicate that he is well on

his way to developing a.new lighter to rival it*

HYPER LASER COCKPIT

•'I fe-yfly rif i yy.r
'It - all

The on-board holographic

imaging system allows yotf to

switch between two external

views and an in-cockpit view
while in flight. The types of

views available lo you will vary

according to your mission pro-

file Press the top C Button to

switch views.

The Arwing's single laser cannon may
seem inadequate at first for the job at

hand, hot you can collect one or more

Laser Upgrades while in flight to

increase its power,

The Arwing's revolu-

tionary G diffuser

system generates a

force field that pro-

tects the ship from

enemy fire and from

the stresses of high

speed aerohatics. V>T"

WING
Your craft's wings wlff

sweep back automatically

for high-speed cruising

and deploy automatically

forincreased maneuver
ability.

nintendo player's guide



FLIGHT MECHANICS
CORRIDOR MODE R BUTTON AND Z BUTTON
The? Arwing is an easy ship to fly; but only a truly great pilot can

be expected to master it. Most missions are flown in what is called

the Corridor Mode. The Arwing moves forward automat really, and

you are able to maneuver up, down, left and right. Vou cannot,

however, turn completely around. *

ALC-RANGE MODE
Some missions and parts of missions are flown in

A 1 1-Range ' Mode, which places you

within a large, 3-D battlefield. You

have complete freedom of move-

men t ir\ this mode, but you'll /jm

*urn 'around automatically if fm
you reach the edge of lhe map. "

'

TILT
Press and hold R or Z lo till

the Arwing on its side. This

position will make it easier

to slip through tight spaces.

CONTROL STICK

The Arwing's Control

Slick follows the stan-

dard military pa Item

for air- and spacecraft

operation. To . dive

down, push Up on the

stick. To gain altitude,

press Down,

Press Down and the left C

Button to perform a loop. This

Works in Corridor and All-

Range Mode,

Press the left C Button to a§fvatfc*fhe

booster pressjioftom C to deploy

the air brakes. The Bouffl Gauge in \Mes. The Bouffl Gauge in lh£

upper right corner shows available

booster and brake power. An all-blue

bar means it's fully charged.

Press Down and bottom C to

perform a U-turn, You can U-

turn in All-Range Mode only.

?REL ROLL
oil, tap either the R Button or ihe

bur ship rolls, the G-diffuser gen-

force- field. This field can blunt

To perform a barrel

Z Button twice. As

erates a protective

Some" of the force

make

an enemy's attack, bat it Wprr't

» invincible.

If you perform a barrel rill or

ggjm tilt your spacecraft orr its

IM side while turning, you' I turn

more sharply than usua .

you com

C BUTTONS

star fox 64



'*WEAPONS SYSTEMS

revert back to a single laser. Laser

Upgrades are often hidden within

enemy ships and gup emplacements.

You often must destroy an enlire

squadron or group of guns Ijefore

they will appear.

ston

LOCK ON \ r\ /
/ \

The hyper laser also has the ability to store up and lire a concentrated blast

of energy. Press and hold the A Button to charge the laser and then tap A to

fire. To "lock on" to an enemy> aim at a specific target while the laser is

charging. When you fire, thejaser holt will

home in on tht target. The resulting explo- »
5

|P|*“

wipe out

entire groups

of enemies.

nintendo player s guide

Advanced propulsion systems and spaccframe design give the Arwing*

superior atmospheric and space flight capabilities, but they're only part

of the reason this ship is so Successful in combat. The Arwing's weapon;

ry represents tht1 cutting edge in Cornerian military technolo-

gy, giving this formidable fighter the equivalent fire-

power of a front-line space cruiser.

HYPER LASER
#

|r

Your ship comes off I he assembly fine with a single laser

cannon, hut Laser Upgrades will increase its power. Collect one

upgrade to change the single laser to a Iwin laser. Collect a second upgrade

to change them into hyper lasers. You can tell when you have hyper lasers

by tlie telltale sound they make. If your ship takes heavy damage, it will

Laser Upgrades are carried over from one mis-

sion to the next. If the Ar wing is destroyed,

you'll lose all your Laser Upgrades and any

other items you collected. om
nr

Once you lock on to a target and hr

n

a charged laser blast, you can't lock

on again unfit that blast has detonat

ed You can still fire regular and

charged lasers in the meantime.



SMART BOMB
The Smart Bomb can also track a specif-

ic target, but you must lock on to it first.

If you fire'a bomb without a target lock,

it wifi fly straight ahead until it hits*

something nr unlit its built-in timer runs

out. You can't lock oir to major enemies,

but a bomb can still be very ctfentive

against them. You can also detonate a

bomb manually by launching it and then

pressing ft.

l

The bomb packs a much bigger

punch than the laser A single

bomb can easily take out half of

a major enemy's protective

shields.

Master piloting techniques
' 1

There are numerous items hidden
throughout your missions. Besides
destroying groups of enemies, you can
try flying through several gates, arches
or rings in a row to revbal them.

flup an eye on your radar while in All-

Range Mode. If you see an enemy on your
tail or. see his lasers blazing past you, pull

a loop anct drop in behind him or make tl-

turn to escape. .

'

tacTiCal
VIEWS
in most Corridor Mode miss to ns, you can I

choose between a view from Ik.1hind your sffip

and a view from within the cockpit^ In All-

Range Mode, von have a choice between a closes

up and a wide-angle view from liehind your ship.

rjgfjtflk
The wide-angle view Is usually much

^ better for spoiling enemies

1 :
chasing you.

I’i [ilT

[Mi
nM»
Ivtir, Mi urn i In Iffrl irWin^H

1 UH tT



ROLLING THUNDER
The Landmaster tank shares many hull pieces with the Arwing, so it's hot surprising

lhat Ihey look much alike. More important, however, are the similarities that they

share beneath their armored skins. The Landmaster uses many of the same propulsion

and weapon components as the Arwing tint hiding the G-diffusor unit), adapted for use

in a ground-based vehicle, though some spate jockeys wall always prefer flying over

driving, they must admit lhat the Landmaster gives you the same firepower and flexi-

bility planetside that the Arwing gives you in the air and in space.

The Landmaster
has a single laser

than can fire

rapidly or charge
up for a concen-
trated blast

The Land mas I or

also boasts a

Smart Bomb
launcher Lock on

to a target first

lor hesl results

Tiro Landmaster can barrel roll much the same
way the Arwing coh, This maneuver is key to

avuiduty air-to-ground laser fire and other

ailacKs. Tap R or Z twictf to start rolling

Though I he Landmasler doesn't

have line flight capabilities, it can

hover over shorl distances. Press

and hold R and Z \a fire all

thrusters. Steering while hovering

can be tricky.

Press and hold K or L to firfc
*

a single Ihrusler and make

the l andmaster tip slowly,

this can help you climb

over low obstacles.

LANDMASTER THe Laiidmasler's laser is more

powerful titan' the Arwing's

base weapon. The main gun

can't be upgraded, bul it can

charge, up and Imk on lo tar-

gets.

A lot of power is used to hold me nun

together, so the G-diffuser won't generate an

extra shield when you roll.

iiint em it In player's guide



AQUATIC ARMAMENTS
Slippy's fa Iher, Bellino Toad, is Director of

Engineering at A
rpace Dynamics, and

together Ihey have adapted the Arwing's

components for use in an aquatic vchfcle.

The impressive result is the Glue-Marine

attack sub. The Blue-Marine has not yet

been approved for mass production, but

while them Ls tinly Ihe one prototype in

existence, it ftill !>e made available for

your use in thefcoming bailie.

The Blue Marine packs a heavily modified laser and a Homing Torpedo launcher
The laser can't he charged up, but you have an endless supply of torpedoes, so
you need not worry about using them up. The torpedoes glow brightly, and they
may be yolir only source ot light in deep water.

If things get loo crowded in the deep

blue, your best defense will be a

strong offense. Tap the A, B and Ihe

R or Z Bit I tons rapidly to fire Ihe

laser, launch torpedoes and barrel

roll simultaneously. This is the best

tactfif for protecting yourself and

racking up bits.

BLUE-MARINE
Recent advancements in G -diffuser

design have resulted in a more com-

pact unit capable of generating much
stronger force fields. Testing on if

continues.

Like its sister ships, the Blue-Marine can
also barrel roll with a couple of quick taps

on the R Button or the 2 Button,

The Blue-Marine s torpedo launch
er uses top secret technology
to generate its own supply ol

ammunition.



ITEMS & ORDNANCE
While the Arwing and its siblings are very powerful, they do

require regular maintenance. You can find various repair

items, weapon upgrades and extra ammunition in battle.

Shield Rings, smart bombs and upgraded lasers are 'carried

over to the next mission. If you manage to upgrade .your

shields, the effect will last for that mission only, .and they

will reset back to normal at the start of the next.
i

CALL FOR BACKUP
ROB b4 will sometimes contact

you via sub-space radio during bat-

tle. When you hear a chime and^cc

a yellow icon flash, press (lie right

C Button to open a channel. ROB
will send you a Supply Container

with an item in it, To. find other items and identify
'f , , i

strategic points in each mission, refer to Ihe battle maps

M>n the following pages. The chart below is a key to the

icons on the maps and tactical readouts.

i (

Shoot the Supply Container to

open it. The item or upgrade
you receive of ten depends on

the condition of your ship.
^ f

i

I

y As your Arwing takes damage, its

* wings and Laser Upgrades may he

lost. It will also be harder to con-

trol. You canxoltecl this to repair the damage,

but you won't regain Laser Upgrades.

Cpllect three to increase your

shield capacity and three more

to earn an extra ship.

The Supply fti/tg partially

recharges your Shield Gauge

This icon' indicates places

where a lock on would be help

fill to down groups iif enemies.

This gives you more shield

energy than the Supply Ring
The item within the container

will usually be something you

really need a tithe lime.

A Smart bomb adds one bomb to

your reserve, up to a maximum
of nine.

Fly through the Checkpoint to

save yq*ir progress in a mission

and get a shield recharge. R0B64 has downloaded inter-

esting information from various

databases around the system.
Check your battle maps care-

fully to see where you can col-

lect this extremely rare item. Il

adds one ship to your inventory.

Collect this to upgwde to a twin

laser orhyper laser. imm
GFiHfiJ Check this dalalink for info on

secret missions. By completing

these missions, you will open up

new paths through the Lylal system.
,Look for these on the battle

maps to sec where your wing
men will need assistance.

GREAT FOX

This is tire nerve center of this

magnificent craft ROB 64 will

monitor your progress vra the

ship's sensors.

If your teammates' ships are

badly damaged, they'll return

here for repairs and a refit.

nintendo player’s guide
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ARWING
SPACE SUPERIORITY FIGHTER

Length: 1 8*5 sm

Height: 5.5 sm

Maximum Speed:

M 4,2 tin atmosphere)

Engine:

NTD-FX1 plasma

engine w/G-diffuser

Armament:

T&B-H1 laser cannon (1)

Smart Bomb launcher (1)

Comments:
Developed by Arspace Dynamics Co.,

Lid. under exclusive contract. Because
of die complexity ot its components,
most notably ihe G-dilfuser system,
the Arwing is not yet slated for lull pro

duction Four prototypes have been
made available to the Star Fox team for

flight and combat testing.



LAIMDMASTER
HEAW ASSAULT TANK r—
Length: 17S sm

Height: 8,5 sm

Maximum Speed: 207 skm/h

Armor:

,65 sm front/rear

,45 sm sides

Armament:

T&B-J2 laser cannon (1)

Smart Bnmh launcher (1)

BLUE-MARINE
ATTACK SUBMARINE
Length: 16.5 sm

Height: 7 sm

Maximum Speed: 116 ski/h

Maximum Dive: 2,000 sm

Armament:

T&B-U3 laser cannon (1)

Homing Torpedo launcher (1)

Comments:
Both the Landmaster and the Blue-
Marine use propulsion system com-
ponents originally developed for the

Arwing. All three can synthesize

their own hydrogen fuel for their

plasma engines, giving them extend
ed operating ranges.







MISSION ROUTE PLANNER

If this is your first time in an Arwing, you

might lake one of the easier routes

to Venom. There's plenty of challenge,

but you won't have to complete many

secret missions
y

or use the ^ MissfonNo.3
warp routes, „ ^MISSION
marked by the ACCOMPLISHED
doited lines. 'W

Medium Routes
According to Cornerian military strate-

gists, routes 7 through 1 *3 offer a lot more

challenge, peril and reward for the experi-

enced star |~-9 - -

pilot. Some fc
^

involve using 4* ^
the warps in

Meteo and

Sector X. ^ ;

.

Routes 20 through 25 include the tough-

est challenges that the evil Andross

can throw at you, and fulfilling secret mis-

sions will be n̂ m t

the order of the 023

day Only mas-

ler star pilots ^
need volunteer, *> ri sc?

u%M 1m



CUSTOM ROUTES
Our military strategists have designed a flexible battle plan to give

you the freedom to choose missions and set goals according to your

preferences. Here are some intriguing variations to consider.

THE SHORT AND LONG OF IT

Route T3 is designed to shut down Andross

with a minimum commitment of time and

resources. This is the quick and dirty way to

get the job done.

This route. IB, takes advantage of your

superior skills and vehicles. It takes you to

the bigger, tougher missions to inflict the

most damage possible.

Route 9 takes you to Venom along the path

of least resistance. If you're fresh out of

pilot training, this just might be the route

for you.

Invoice
Carroenan Army Attn : Gen . Pepper

P*Ytnent due tor ser v ic et r endered

Venomian units destroyed
: 35

Total amount duespS 2240

Invoice
Cornerian Army Attn:Gen . Pepper

Payment due for *erviee$ rendered

Venomtan units destroyed : I486

Total amount due: sp$ 95104

The longer you take to defeat major enemies,

the fewer hits you score. This is about the

smallest number of hits you can score and

still win the war.

Route 18 also gives you the best opportuni-

ty lor a high score. One of our top pilots

managed to rack up this impressive score

along that route.

General S Miyamoto, Chief of Staff of the

combined Coroerian Expeditionary Force,

lias mapped out his favorite route, 24, for

your consideration.

EARNING MEDALS
Though you're no! a commissioned officer in the Cornerian military, you can be decorated for valor in combat, tf you score a cer-

tain number of hits in a mission and all your wingmen survive, you'll lie awarded a gold medal, "the specific number of hits required

is listed below each mission name on the navigational chart at left. You'll have your best chances for winning medals in Corneria,

Aquas and Fortuna, while Sector Z, Katina and Area 6 will pose the greatest challenges.

Corneria

Aquas
Fortuna

Sector Z
Katina
Area G

You’ll be lucky to get out of these

missions with your ship intact, much
It won't be terribly difficult to bag

something for your trophy case on



METED

The secret mission in Zones* is

particularly difficult: you must

destroy all of the searchlights

on the plane! surface, if you

dun't, the enemy wiH 'identify

you, and your rendezvous

with Iriciiclly forces in Sectpt Z

will have to Ire called off. 250 HITS

To get from Sector Y to Aquas, you must

score at least 100 hits during the mission,

including the hits earned" from destroying

the shogun warriors and the Shogun war-

lord at the end of it

The secret mission in Kalina is to

destroy the enemy mothership

before it destroys Ihe Katina base*

If you do, you'll go on to Macbeth*

If you don't, you'll continue the

battle at Sector X,

To open the route to

Sector Y, you must ful-

fill two secret missions

in Ihe battle over

Corneria: save Fako

from a squadron of

enemy fighters and

then fly through a

series of stone arches*

Shoot down all Ihe

enemy ships, including

the Star Wolf team's,

before a bomb destroys

the Fortuna base*

200 HITS

CORNERIA 50 HITS



f

To slay on Ibt1 red mute from Sector Z to Area

hf you rnusl destroy alt of the incoming space

cruise missiles. If even one of them hits Greal

Fox, your cruiser will have lo divert lo the

Boise satellite, and so will you.

300 HITS

VENOM 2

VENOM 1

ISO HITS

On Macbeth, you musl

shoot the eight switches

and the switcher box to

derail Andrem's supply

train. If you succeed, you

can head to Area 6 and tiy

to derail Ihe rest of

Andtoss's fleets

gdflPr

Navigational Chart

Routes marked in blue do

not require you to complete
any secret missions.

Missions marked with a

white bar are flown in

Corridor Mode.

Complete a secret mission

or fulfill certain conditions

to follow red routes.

In sector X, destroy the

Spyborg satellite before it

has a chance to damage

Slippy's ship and send

your hapless wtngman

spinning down to the sur-

face of Trtania. •

Purple bars denote missions

that include Corridor and

All-Range Mode segments.

Yellow lines indicate

where the hidden warps
will take you.

Green bars indicate mis-

sions that are flown

entirely in AlHtange Mode.

200 HITS

MACBETH

TITAMIA

. t v.
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MI55IQN GUIDE

Vital information to the siirross of L|our upcoming missions

dgdinsit the forces of Anrirnss ran he nrressed only in the

folkiwinq pages. Durinq each mission, you may download

tactical information on the bottle courses and enemies

that lie ahead. You'll also learn where to find items that

can power up or repair your vehicle during a mission.

These maps arid doruments rnntain classified material

(let tilling the requirements nf secret missinns as well as

standard operations. If you are captured, the General will

disavow any knowledge of your activities and the IVlission

Guide will automaticaliy self-destruct. Good luck.



By completing the Cornerian mission

and destroying Granga at the end of

the battle, you'll automatically move
on to face the enemies amassed in

the Meteo sector.

TD METED
CHALLENGE >

TD 5ECTDR Y
CHALLENGE >
If you fulfill the secret mission

requirements on Corneria, you'll

f
I y off to Sector Y instead of

Meteo. Just save Faleo and fly

beneath the stone arches.

mwfmtmM
for enemies that appear from behind and

use your brakes and booster. To find secrets,

look for arches to fly beneath and narrow

spaces between buildings that you can fly

through in your Arwing. Finally,, use the

lock-on technique to achieve high hit rates

and wipe out entire enemy formations.

The armies of Venom attack Comeria with

fighters, robots and tanks. General Pepper

canl wail any longer. He needs the Star Fox

team immediately if the planet is to remain

tree. The battle will rage down the length of

the capital city as you fly between city tow-

ers, then over lakes and valleys. Watch out

mlm roxfi

0

uwnft© m
ft*m [£r#j|

flag toad

150 HITS

CORIUERIA

j

FOX ’ the

^ mi.it.ry

l -«< M J situation

on Curneriri is cleteri-

ratinql Andrass’s
advance forces haveK brea,:hEd Dur

fef^nses and are

R^anltinq the capi-

^[ji^e’ve held them

mtmSrv as

CRUISING CQRNERIA

nintendo player’s guide



mission 1 CORNERIA

1

* . - Planetary Data Planetary Compendium
Radius ..6,464 skm The temperate world of Coriieria

4 •*. Albeda;.^*...;! ,37 ‘ is knovtfn as the jewel of the Lylat
• Gravity. ,JOOO system. Although the planet is

• tsp: Velocity .IE?.IQ skin/s home to 85% nf the Lylat sys-
Equillhr ii im K tents papulation, its industry and

. • Atpio^phere**.. rt *.Ne77 aeei cities are built in harmony with
• Hydrographies ....75% nature. Comeria is the center of
• .Biomass*... .£370 Quads government, culture and politics
• Class.***,.. ..H for the Lylat system.

m
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EIMEMY RECOIM

Garudas

Gary da hots roll

around the city,

sometimes carry-

ing huge beams

from destroyed

buildings. Look

for them near

structures, where

they are about to cause

Havoc. Blast them early to prevent them from destroying build-

ings or throwing beams at your ship* You can earn up to five

hits for a Garuda.

You II encou nter thes

e

medianoiofe beyond the city

sliding across the lake like grace

ful cross-country skiers. They

won't attack

you, but if you

hit one, you'll take damage* Lock on your lasers and blast

them. Many of them ski straight across your path/but look

for others at a distance*

In the All-Range Mode when you

face the boss, Cranga, 7X
you II also encounter

these swift, highly mobile fighters.

They follow your team

members closely and can

be a nuisance, but if you

concentrate your attack on

Granga and destroy him

quickly you'll never even

notice these gnats.

If you follow

Route 2,

you II encounter many of the

Firebirds flapping about. They also drop egg

bombs that burst into columns of scorching fire.

Dodge the fire and blast the birds by locking on to

them from a distance. You 11 also encounter sever-

al Firebirds on Route 1 near the waterfall*

Beyond the waterfall in Route 1, and in the early

stretch of Route 2,

these green missiles

shoot up from the

ground and explode*

They leave silver Supply

Rings behind if you shoot them

before they blow, so keep an eye

out for these bombers from below.

star fax B4 O



LOCK ON
BANDITS FROM BEHIND 1 ->

As you're heeding towerd the city, about to enter the narrow

valley, several enemy fighters will move in behind you. Use the

brake to let the enemies zip overhead. When they're in front of

i
1^ 1 you, blast them.

The fourth wave of fighters on Corneria

arrives in two wings^three ships from the

left and two ships from the right Lock on to

them all and earn a Laser Upgrade.

X Shoot the four enemy fighters that appear

* just as you enter the city to pick up a Supply

Ring. Lock on to ona and, when they're close

to each other, fire!

As you enter the city, dive under the arch to the right of center to pick

up the gold Shield Ring. Immediately push the Z Button to bank

sharply left. Shoot the doors of the building to

I the left so that they operf, revealing a Bomb

'WJfiSY ** that you can pick up.

^ Slippy is in ironMe

right from the start,

inch only one enemy trails the

just get a laser lock on if arm

(fop it into the sub below, M

Sharp
Left

nintendn player’s guide
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mission 1 CDRIMERIA

© BUILDING CRASHER

You'll hear a message
warning of an enemy on

your tail Brake, let it pass,

then shoot it down.

Dive through this gate

to pick up the Smart
Bomb that appears

before the Checkpoint

BRAKE FDR GLORY

The giant Garuda bot will push over the tower on top of

the Laser Upgrade unless you destroy the bot first. From

a distance, just as the tower comes into view, push the

A Button to get a laser lock on the bot, If you blast it

soon enough, it won't push over the building and you

can swerve left to grab the

more powerful laser.

f
Hit the three

4 tanks on the

sf*- raised high-

way, then dip

down for the

Supply Ring in

the roadbed,

f g Flatten two tanks on the road

and pick up a Supply Ring.

Directly behind this Garuda is a

bomb. Blow up tha bot and fly

through the empty space to pick

up the Smart Bomb,

Peppy warns you that enemies are on your tail. Brake

hard and let them fly by, then slap them with your

lasers. The defeated fighters will leave a

silver Supply Ring in their smoking

debris. But more important

than that is they won't

be able to dog your

tail anymore.

Enemies

Garuda

^!

Blast these two tanks

* * on the ground roadway
to make a Supply Ring

appear. They're easy

to miss, so keep your

eyes peeled,

Stand your Arwing on its

side to slip through these

wrecked buildings. Just

beyond, you'll pick up a

Smart Bomb.

star fox B4



fw Falco gets him-

seif in trouble

shortly after

passing the Checkpoint, ^
Three bandits appear on his

tail* Use your booster when
J

,

you hear your wingman, then

lock on to the bandits on the

right side of the volley ana

take them all out at oncei
/

On the bridge, you'll find two

cannons above and two below.

Get a lock to destroy three of

them. Swoop down, blast the

fourth and pick up the gold ring.

If your Arwing has taken

damage to the wing, the

Laser Upgrade becomes a

Wing Repair, There's also a

Smart Bomb to the left

LOCK ON
Destroy

the three

tanks on

the road for

BARRING NONE —
lust beyond the bridge and four can-

nons are two Garudas carrying huge

beams, which they will throw at you.

Lock on the left hot first, then the hot

on the right. Ef they .throw the beams,

just dodge upward.

Ring, but don't ignore Fatco's cat] for

help, which occurs at about this time,

HOn the left side of the corridor are two buildings with a

narrow passage between them, Tilt your Arwing on its

side, fly through the middle and power
^ ^

up your laser. When you

emerge, four enemy Jw*"

fighters will appear in

you. Lock on ^

nintendo player s guide
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mission 1 CORIMERIA

w
\ If your Arwing has wing
\ damage, a Wng Repair

wifi appear here.

1 The Ski Bats move
directly across

your path between
the arches. Knock
them out as you
skim the surface.

2:00

If you shoot down the

Firebirds before they drop

their bombs, you can pick

up the Smart Bombs they

leave behind.

£:15
liHBEpp ifcHifltntij i

r

© LDDP THE ARCH ;

Make a loop through the first arch after shooting the Ski Bot and pick

up a Smart Bomb, Or you can simply shoot the Ski Bot before pass-

ing through the arch and pick up the bomb on the first pass through.

F
I < «

p ^
LYIA1

Drtmirm

CDRMERIA ROCKS
Tfic geology of Corneria

may not seem like Ihe

most exciting topic in the LyJat

System, hut the porous, volcanic

stone of Corneria has shaped the

planets history in many wavs.

Everywhere you go on the planet,

voull find that caves, tunnels, stone

arches and crevices have been

carved from the rock by (he plan-

ers many streams and rivers.

Throughout history, Cornerians

have used these rocky refuges to

hide from their oppressors. In times

of war, the citizens flee to the hills

and huddle far beneath Ihe ground,

safe until the fighting ends, fntire

cities have been built in (he larger

cave systems to house the

refugees. When the war ends and

the people return home, they call

it "rocking out."

star fox 64



Defeat the three fight-

g ers that appear on the

^ right side of the course
^

to earn a Supply Ring.

Depending on whether your

ship is damaged, you'll find a

Laser Upgrade or Wing Repair

A Wing Repair appears

after the waterfall on

the (eft side of the val-

ley amidst fierce

Firebird bombing.

y D2:45

Near the Shield Rings, shoot

one of the Firebirds in the

sky to make it become a

Smart Bomb.

LOOP FOR BOLD
To yet both Shield Rings, you

must perform a special

loop. Go through

the upper

ring first.

Then, as

imm -

,

your Arwing is looping down-

ward, push forward on the

Control Stick to keep your nose

down and reach the lower ring.

Before making the approach, strafe the ground

below the rings to destroy Mole Missiles.

Loop

os-aa'* =7>

O

If you zap the three fighters

on the left, a Laser Upgrade

wilt appear.

LOCK ON
FORMATION TARGETS

Enemy groups, such as the two fighter squadrons in

this valley, can be downed with a single shot. If you

lock on one target, you can destroy the entire group.

Use this technique everywhere for mass

nintendo player's guide



mission 1 CORNERIA
Grange

Cripple the bot

with shots to the

legs. Twin or

hyper laser shots

work very quickly.

If you fly

between
Grarrga's legs and

complete a loop

around the robot

without touching

anything, you'll

find that a 1-up

Arwing appears,

This works
only once.

Legs
Blast the legs

out from under the

bot so it won't be able to run

around. It will be a sitting duck.

GRAIMGA Route 1

Grange is actually the little ape who drives the huge bot boss at the end

of Route 1 . He thinks that he's safe in the huge walker, but the bot is one

of the most vulnerable targets in the game.

Arms
The arms fire off homing mis-

siles, so destroying them can

keep you safe.

Head
Don't waste your

shots by blasting

this hard-headed

boss anywhere in

the cranial region

Bark
Concentrate your fire on the green

panels on the Backpack. Approach

slowlv so vou'll get more shots.

TO METED PE. 34

ATTACK CARRIER Route 2

If you blast the launch

bays repeatedly when
they are open, they'll fall

off the carrier

When the launch bay doors are

open, send volleys of laser fire into

the exposed area. In addition to

weakening the carrier, you'll

destroy the missiles.

Attack the open launch bays to

destroy the offensive threat . When
the carrier turns around, blast if and

dodge the fire to finish it off.

The carrier swings

around and fires balls of

flame at you. Just

dodge and return fire.

Having followed Route 2 to the end, you, now encounter the Attack

Carrier, a huge ship filled wilh enemy fighters. If you blast it out of the

sky, you'll earn ten hit points.

Missiles
The missiles shoot out of the launch

bays four at a time. Lock on and blast

them, but concentrate most of your

fire at the bays themselves,

Tp SECTOR Y PG. ED

star fox 64



200 hits

\

off in witti directions.

We've aisq scanned
some unusual warp

- ^Vb.
p

energy readings in

the sector. If you find

the source of to

explore it to find out

If it is part of

Andross's attack*

wit: «#k »» %£& fAi !$&-: • jg.

^ ^
'fy M

. TD FDRTUNA
1 CHALLENGE

The icy former defense post of

Fortune presents another chal-

lenge from an army fleet. You'll

take this route if you bypass the

warps near the end of Meteo.

F
probes
have

m > i A . J picked up
enemy activity in the

Meteo planetoid

system. It looks like

Andross has built a-

planetoid crusher to

clear a way through

the belt fur his inva-

sion fleet. We need
to have the StartFox

team check it out.

Keep your eyes
. , - w,

peeled as yoii^iiuve

through the {ilane-

toids. Their rqa®0Rent
is usually predig^ble,

but if any -of those

rocks collide, it could

sent! I heui careening

TD KATINA
CHALLENGE>»»
The base at Katina is coming under

fire from an enemy fleet. Fly

through the seven warp rings to

activate this route.

THE METED MESS
This mission takes place in one ot the

most dangerous regions at space in the

Lylat System p Giant asteroids litter the

region between Corneria and Fortuna,

making the passage something of a dead-

ly obstacle course. ktp your eyes peeled

for rings of stones and other rings that you

can pass through.

nintendo player's guide



mission 2 METED

Astronomic Data
• Number of Objert§.^.J3^G
•^Average

4̂
AIlKdo».:rp.^.»O.DD4

• Average Radius.,..'..;. 20 **km
*. t * *

*

i
*

'| . * ; i ,
* *

Planetary Compendium
Scientists speculate that the
dense planetoid field of Meten is

till that remains of a ninth planet
in the*Lylat system. The planet-
oids here contain many minerals,
but the depth of the field lias not
yet been explored. Space travel in

this sector is not recommended.

074 00

ENEMY RECON

is hopping mad. It waits

for you at the mouth of an

asteroid with a tunnel

bored through the middle,

and El lakes several shots to destroy it

soon as you spot the Hop Bot in the

tance, lock on and pop off a shot, then

lock on again to finish it off.

Flip Bats
Appearing in squadrons of

four, the Flip Bots

flip from front to

hack at differ-

ent intervals,

firing at you

when they open

up their back fins.

When they face you,

they're invulnerable One

shot into the open fins won't

be enough.

asteroid

encounter

second big, hollow aster-

oid, just before you reach

the web. Sometimes you can

destroy an entire formation with

one shot.

Web Ships

The Web Ships first

appear spiraling around

you. Avoid the long

white web lines and

blow away the ships.

Then, as you leave the

hollow asteroid, they build a web across the

entrance. Blast the ships before they complete

their webs.

These enemies undulate through space like eels in

the ocean. They fire shots at you and can hit you

with their todies. Your tost strategy is to get a laser

lock on their

heads while

dodging
their shots,

Persistence

pays off.

imwnn ii " iii i
i
iim iw.iwwiw

\umimmnmnmmmmmmmm u \m \m mm
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LOCK DIM
HIDDEN ENEMIES V. ^

You can lock on enemies even when you can't see them- In this area

a squadron of Butterfly Fighters waits to ambush you. Target the aster

oids ahead, and when you get a lock, shoot the hidden enemies.

Look for the Shield

Ring to the left of

the third ring of

gray asteroids.

Dodge the large

asteroid in the

third ring, then

veer left to grab

the gold ring.

When you pass through the

three rings of asteroids, a

Laser Upgrade will appear

between the smalt ring of

four asteroids ahead.

LOCK DIM
You can pick up three useful

items with one maneuver

after exiting the tunnel. The

three items are stacked one

abovetbe other. Fly through

the Shield Ring in the mid-

dle of tjpis item stack, then

immediately loop up to col-

lea tfp Supply Ring, As you

loop down and around,

you II also pick up the Smart

ipmb. It's as easy as taking

Bandy from an ape.

GIFT LOOP

nintendo player’s guide



mission 2 METED
*—PMWHILWMM llWHIUHilJIWWWWW 1 1WMI I

W

UH 1*1

0 BRAKE OR BUST
© BOMB

B

When you hear the advice to

boost between the gap in the

asteroids, aim for the distant

Smart Bomb icon and hit the

booster to rocket ahead.

You'll miss the asteroids and

get the bomb, too.

O REARGUARD ACTION
Faleo says to watch out when three Rock Gunner asteroids

attack from the rear Hit the brakes, let the Rock Gunners zip

ahead, then lock on the middle enemy and roast them all with a

single laser shot.

The giant asteroids come crushing together at this

point, A voice message warns that you should stomp

_ on the brakes, Do it or

your Arwing will be

crushed like an egg

between the asteroids.

Brake

Asteroid
Boost

Asteroid

After the Gif t

Loop, swerve to

the right and

pass between
the four aster-

oids. A Laser

Upgrade will

appear near the

planetoid ahead.

Defeat the four Flip Bots

to make a Smart Bomb
appear. You can lock on

Flip Bots only when they

are facing backwards.

r
star fox 64



FALCD’5 SUPPORT
LOCK ON

oet^

i ft*

FORMATION FRYING
When you first reach the first Lock-on site shown,

lock on the middle fighter in any formation to fry as

many of the surrounding ships as possible with one

shot. In some cases, you'll find items in the debris.

If Falco is with you when you exit the tunnel,

hell help you battle

the Web Ships and

the fighters that fol-

low. Wave after

wave of formation

fighters attack fob

lowing the grid. Lock

on to the middle

fighter to wipe out

entire formations.

If you defeat all five

fighters, you can pick

up a Smart Bomb.

Blast all five

fighters for a

Laser Upgrade.

Weave back and forth

to avoid the Killer

Bee's laser.

Zap it for

a gold ring. ^ P

n bo l» l halfway

up *he web,

where yo^f can

squeeze through

03:30FROM PG. 37 S:oa CMM5

CAGED FOX
The Web Ships build

a strong cage in

which, to c^tch
j

ypu, but there's

a gap on the A
far flight side!, W

— .

Slippy's in trouble again when

MjMfVa squadron of Flip Bot fighters

' chases him toward the Check-

point. You'll need to hit the fighters sever-

al times to destroy them.

and es(. ape. On
the way trtio the

tunnel, stay wfc0 |||ng Batter
the middle of

the spiral web to avoid being hit. Lock oh

the Web ships and blast them.

nintendo player's guide



mission 2 METEO

LOCK ON
SEVENTH HEAVEN < *

The Butterfly Fighters blossom from tight formations

of seven ships to wide, spinning circles- Lock on

when they're still dose together and you'll take out

the entire formation worth seven hit points. If you're

shooting for the warp, though, just ignore these fight-

,

ers and concentrate on stay-

1
1 o

Blast this asteroid

p apart to find the

— Shield Ring inside-

METEO CRU5HER
Shield \

The Crusher cleans up messy areas of space where

unwanted asteroids and planets block the space lanes. It

wouldn't seem like cleaning up four Arwings should be

much of a problem. It's your job to see that it is.The shield on the

back side of the

Crusher absorbs

energy from your

laser and shoots It

back- It's easy to

dodge if you watch
for it.

Destroy ell four core segments
to make the Crusher turn an

about-face.Core
When the yellow core is

exposed, blast it continuous-

ly. Only the core can take

damage and destroy the

Crusher

Avoid the ring laser by

dodging upward or to the

side. Move early to escape
this attack.

Fly through all seven warp rings to move on to

Katina instead of Forlima. Each warp ring increases

your speed, and the Rumble Pak will really jump. If

you make it, you'll warp into an area with odd fish

and butterfly enemies and a treasure trove of items.

TO KATINA PG. GG

7

y ,

s
/ \

TO FORTUNA PG. 40
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5sian 3
50 hits

FORTUIMA

©

TO SECTOR X
CHALLENGE
>

If Star Wolf and his cohorts manage
to destroy the Fortuna base. General

Pepper will then order you to Sector

X to take up the battle there.

!

Dur
on Fortuna

has been
overrun by

Aiftdros§’s forceil

We need to liberate

it from their clutch-

es before be has a -

chance to use the

tup secret informa-

tion stored there

for. His awn evil
tfiiun ..

endsfiBo to Fortuna

and scdut out the

hase f hut be on the

Inukdut for enemy
tic filters. Your old

(|jciVais/ the Star Wolf

kteam of spacemmm .pirates, are also

rumored to be In the
{Hiiipit * _

area, su watch your

Nix! I know what
Pigma Dengar did to

ryp|jr father. Fox, hut

.ffidlpn’t let your emo-
tions get the best

TO SOLAR
CHALLENGE

If you are successful in recapturing

the Fortuna base from Andress's

clutches, you'll then proceed to Solar.

* FORTUNES OF WAR
Satellite transmissions show that the skies

abolve the Fortuna base are clear, but

expect an ambush from enemy craft.

Keep an eye on your radar and use

charged-up lasers to take out groups of

two and three at a time. Long-range sen-

sors indicate that the Star Wolf team is en

route and Will be here within jusl a few

ifcminii—

minutes, so clear out any enemy resis-

tance as quickly as possible. Star Wolfs

ships can repel charged-up lasers, but

they are vulnerable to normal laser fire.

Laser Upgrades are few and far between

on Fortuna, but you should have no

trouble finding Supply Rings and

Shield Rings.

—

'

v
*

Can't let you do
that^ Star Fox 1

llippt-

nintendo player’s



mission 3 FORTUMA

h~*"'

Planetary Pete
Radius 3,E77 skm
Albedo Q_55
Gravity .,„„,„Q.3B7
£sf“! Velocrty.

4

_99 *ikin/5»

Equilibrium K ,P2D
At[nusph^re...,-^.N867-0E23
Hydrographic**.,,-53%
BinniRA^ .*„.„..e?70 Duads
Cla**** I .

Planetary Compendium
Fortune!, art icy world devoid of vegeta-
tion, m borne to only a few members of
the Cornerian Defense Force and a
team of scientists. Because of the
larye amount of frozen water on the
planet, it is afi ideal candidate for. terra
forming, and there is some thought
that it might he possible to convert it

into a garden world, much like Cnmerio.

jmmm

RECON

Wulfen

The Woiten is fast,

highly maneuverable

and, with two laser

cannons as stan-

dard equip*

merit; very well*

armed. Its shields

are not as power-

ful as the Arwmg's

shields, but in the hands of a pilot like Star Wolf, this craft

is a force to be reckoned with.

This Is the main Fortuna base complex. It is heavily

shielded, so you don't have to worry about damaging

it with your lasers or even your bombs. Andress's

forces have barricaded

themselves inside,

but you can

bet that the

unwelcome
wagon will

come out to greet

you as soon as you

show up on the

doorstep.

np mu pnvmi

A common strategy for

Invader flight groups

is to use two or

more lead ships

to draw your fire.

Once vour atten-

tion is focused on

the lead ships,

another craft will drop in and try to ambush you

from behind.

The Fortuna base is ringed by a network

of radar antennas. These are used as part of an

early warning system

by the military, as

well as for local

space traffic control.

You don't receive

any hit points for

destroying these

sites, so if you're

low on points for

the mission,

you probably

shouldn't waste time on them

star fox 64 o



SHIELDS UP!

After you shoot

down three mem-
bers of the Star

Wolf team, ROB 64

will contact you to

see if you need a

resupply.

Keep your eyes and ears open for Shield Rings. If destroying an

Invader produces a Shield Ring, you'll hear a chime. If you pass a

ring without picking it up, it
^

may disappear before you

turn around.
u

if you're looking for items, hang back from

your targets as you destroy them or you

may miss a Shield Ring.

The radar sites hold hidden

bonuses. Though you don't

get any hit points for

destroying them (they are

Cornelian military property,

after ail), they do contain

Supply Rings, The map
above shows the exact loca-

tion of each site around the

perimeter of the complex,

of them are out of the

and gelling to them

eat up precious time

could be used for taking

enemy ships. If your

are buckling, though,

p you may have little choice.

nintenda player’s guide



mission 3 FDRTUINIA

STAR WOLF
Star Wolf and his cohorts arc all crack pilots, so don't

underestimate them. If you tag them from hehind,

they'll pull a loop or a U-turn to get out of the line of

ft re. Be ready to match their moves,

Tough to Crack
The Wolfen can shrug off

charged-up lasers without

getting a scratch and with-

stand multiple hits from even

your hyper lasers.

Pulling a quick loop may catch even

Star Wolf by surprise. The enemy
may also take evasive action, so be

ready on the stick.

Now drop in behind your target

and squeeze off a few well-aimed

shots. Bank hard or barrel roll to

keep the target in your sights.

liBitiMiUiP ffMfi?

Your only hope for saving the base is to shoot down all energy craft and

defuse the bomb before it explodes. Once the chain reaction begins,

you'll have only a minute before it goes critical. If you're having trou-

ble following targets, switch to the wide-angle view.

All four members of the Star Wolf team have beei* rfirof

down and the bomb disarmed* Reinforcements- are on

thgir way lo Forfuna, but you and your (earn musl take off

immediately to investigate reports ^f an enemy

bioweapon on the planef Solar; Good luck!

The Fortuna base is destroyed, but the fleet is going to

regroup and press on. In the confusion, yotir team should

l>c able to slip past Andross's patrols. Your orders are to pro-

ceed on toward Venom via Sector X. Be ready to meet

heavy resistance from an enemy bioweapon!

TO SOLAR PE. 70

TO SECTOR X PE. 44

star fax 64



150 hits

Rumor has it that there's a long-forgot-

ten warp gate connecting this sector

with Sector Z, clear across the system.

Try to find the remnants of the gate

among the debris.

X MARKS THE SPOT mmm

Andross's base has been blasted into space

junk. Of course, they've turned the chaos to

iheir advantage by hiding huge fighter

squadrons and gun emplacements among the

debris. With so many targets, you might not

have trouble racking up the 1 50 hits needed

tor a medal, even without Smart Bombs.

When large squadrons appear, lock on and

fire a charged-up laser at one side of the

screen and then Immediately spray the other

side with normal lasers. Ir you're going tor a

high score, take the right-hand path, which

has far more enemies than the left-hand path.

The left-hand path leads to the secret warp.

Andnms
has been developing

a star base in

X. but all

ur remote
sensors can now
pick up is a huge
field of space
debris. We can't tell

if Andross’s base
construction pmje

jyii

rit£) zfiffifh rfforii iff

TlsUffiimiL; Ifr ffs £sffj

fB [parr i iff fj

jft fg¥Hj^) lis.

k rjrjpr a
fm'/h iSfSh H
’mimirfi

vsfflisfhih to fi

'SUh rJTj IfLSli lis!

[filte te [Jj

i&sfjwri

j|

Andress has given orders that the team

be destroyed or captured, if captured,

youYe to he taken to Titania.

TO SECTOR Z
CHALLENGE»»>

TD TITANIA
CHALLENGE»>

2 TD MACBETH
CHALLENGE: »»
If you make it through Sector X without losing

any wingmen, move on to Andross's supply

depot on Macbeth and take it out!
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mission 4 SECTOR X

Sector Data
• Radiation..;..^ 7.27 ergons
• Mag Fiux ...^......*,.64% :•

Astronomic Oats
1 Sector X is one of three mysterious
zpiies where luminous space dust has

!

• Particle Oeimlty 59 t/sg 1 formed a nebula that appears in the
iL M It" |,1> Itf

• Average* Albedo _,..D_73 - ,
l shape of a giant letter. Scientist are

Approx. Radittel:.'l9,B71 skriv sure these formations* aren't natural.

# ]
.

’

.

:

. .
•

but so far no one has explained the
phenomena. Sector X has many » A,

L • . .v y.c .V
1

strange magnetic currents that make
travel *extreniely hazardous.

ENEMY RECON

Andross has

dropped hun-

dreds of these nasty

robotic fighters in this

sector, A hunter program

activates them automatically

when it detects hostile

ships-namely, yours. They're not very powerful individually,

but they can be very destructive in large numbers.

These deceptively small mines produce

Incredibly large explosions when you

gel close to them. Lock on to them

while they're still far away. If you're

lucky, a charged-up bolt will take out

two or three.

m m
*94(1* i 0

As you probably know

by now, it's impossible

to get a lock on Killer

Bees, so try to stay near

the center of the screen

and make small adjust-

ments as you shoot.

Besides racking up four

hits, you may also receive

Shield Ring for your trouble.

Spy Eyes do not possess

any offensive

weapons, and

it is believed that

they are some sort of

early warning satellite, &
Some may also func-

tion as a kind of supply depot, since they often

contain Supply Rings and other items. Look care-

fully, as many of them are hidden among the float-

ing space debris.

These powerful, un-

manned lasers have

been placed in groups

of two, four and six

throughout the second

half of the stage. Their

targeting sensors work

fairly well, and they're

often backed up by two or

more squadrons of Canines.

Whereas Canines tend to

form a single line and fly

straight at you, these next

generation robot fighters have a

much more sophisticated attack

program. Alone or in a group.

Borzoi Fighters flit around at high

speed, pausing for only a sec-

ond to fire before it speeds

off again.

star fox 64 o



i> TRY TWO TACTICS
There are two ways to approach the minefield.

You can either take it low and slow and try to

destroy the mines* or you can hit the booster

^ and try to outrun the

shockwaves from

the explosions.

in the second large wave
of fighters to appear,

destroy the last trio that

comes in from the left

for a Shield Ring.

They' re hard to spot in

the crowd, but lock on to

the four Vipers that

swoop in from the lower

left for an upgrade,

Flight
Path

Stay alert for the sudden

appearance of a Killer Bee,

Defeat it for a Shield Ring.

Fry the three Spy Eyes that

are located just beyond the

mines for e Laser Upgrade.

Three flights of Borzoi fighters

will link up at these coordinates.

Lock on with a Smart Bomb and

take them out all at once

for a Shield Ring.

A trio of Borzoi fight' a
ers will swoop in, one L
after the other. Your

chances of bagging

Supply Rings is better if

your Shield Gauge is low,

Fly through the Checkpoint for a full shield recharge. There's

a wall dead ahead, but it will burst open as you approach,

and a huge metal fist will

come right at you. [T :

YnUi U utjM'ITS l|| *

w oiV't even den t W? 1IIMPPR
r I o : i jF

^||
‘

/3F: / .11 n l 1o the i e r t Lul AM 1J

1
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mission 4 SECTOR X

8 POINT OF NO is

This is where the path through the sector splits in two. If you want to find out

if the mechanism to the warp gate still works, head left. If you want to take

your chances with the rest of Andress's fleet, head right. If you don't activate

the warp gate, you'll remain in this sector and face the awesome Spyborg!

Left

01:15 1:BO

Right

C , Sensors indicate that the Spy Eye
* at these coordinates has a Shield

mi " "
'

f-
'

q

Peppy's in trouble, and m
wouldn't do to let yoii

Papa's old pal get pasted by

hunch of lousy robot fighters. Use the

booster to

bring youfl
1

Arwing to

within lock-
|j

on rahg^il/liKi

pick off his

pursuers in

you

time
' '"mm

will have TOjffl

limp back '

to the bremtlll

Fox dock-

Eng bay tor

repairs, 'll

Avoid another flying fist

and destroy the Spy Eyes

far a Laser Upgrade,

ill l\l PATHS

star fox 64

Just beyond the fork

in the path, there are

two secret passages

through the debris. If

you're on the left, you

can grab a Laser

Upgrade, If you're on

the right, you can col-

lect a Supply Ring.



ROUTE 1 FROM PG. -47 02:30

If you fail to opan the warp, you'll

head to the end of the sector.

A Killer Bee flits in past the gate.

Answer RGBs
hail for a Supply

Container.

Though the path looks wide open, it's actually

been strewn with booby traps. The walls have been

rigged to slide together, leaving you small spaces

just wide enough for

the Arwing to pass

through. Tilt, boost

and brake as needed

to avoid smashing

into obstacles.

SESAME

An entire squadron of

Canines will get in your face

here. Blast them for a ring.

2 t
1

*

LOCK Ul\l

liltfinilUEMiT? filURM

Shoot cadi of the four warp gates until it turns red and

opens. If successful, you'll activate the warp and he

transported to Senior Z, Only those Arwing pilots with

dead-eye aim and a quick trigger finger need apply!

A'_J LUHLJ V ,

058 Oftg '5

i » J > «- f 1
‘ f

,

TO SECTOR Z PG. 3G

PY8QR
1

r
—?

hrLFIRE AT WILL
This path is thick wilh enemy ships of alf types. Always

use charged lasers to destroy groups of ships and then

use normal laser blasts to

clean up the strays. If

you've fired a charged-up

laser using the target lock,

you won't lx? able to lock

on again until after the first

one has detonated.

nintendo player’s guide
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Another Killer Bee will ^
pop in from the right. ^
Pop him for a S hie Id Ring

.

Help Peppy with a chaiged-up laser
1

or two, but be careful of the siring of'

I Canines chasing him. As

they chase him, the last

fighters in the string

might whip around and

collide with you. Mil



mission 4 SECTOR X

5PYB0RG
This mechanical monstrosity is the result of a weapons project gone awry. Andross had

hoped to use it against Comeria, but a malfunction in its artificial intelligence program

has made it uncontrollable, It destroyed Andross's research base here in Sector X, and

now it's gunning for you. It seems obsessed with finding its creator but maybe you can

give it something else to worry about!

Head
In the first phase, shoot

at the head only when
the eyes are showing.

The entire head is

vulnerable in

the second
phase, but

it's also

smaller and

harder to hit

Arms
At first this rambling robot

will swat at you and shoot

its arms at you like missiles.

Later, If will twirl its arms
around at high speed

During the first phase, Spyborg alternates between laser attacks from
its head and arm attacks. The arms are invulnerable, so don't bother

shooting them.

In the second phase, the laser attacks become harder to dodge,

and Spyborg will start flailing its arms. Keep shooting at Its head to

bring it down.

SMMMW j£ V

If you lake loo long lo destroy Spyhorg, Slippy will jump into, (he battle Jo help yofu out. Spyborg will then

knock Slippy off course and send him fumbling toward the planet Titama, where hf'll be taken prisoner.

If that happens, youII have lo lake a detour to rescue him.

&

Alternating between rapid - lire laser blasts and charged-

up lasers or bombs was the only way to ensure that

Spyborg was destroyed before anyone was hurt. Now -

that Sector X is dear, your orders are to proceed to

Mdfcbeth. It's time to take the offensive and strike hack
*

at Andross right where it hurts-his supply lines!

Slippy is down, and he's not answering any of our hails.

ROB has charted a course based on bis last known

trajectory, and it leads straight toward Ti fania. Andross's

fleet controls the skies over that world, so it's time lo

take the Landmaslcr out for a little spin around the

neighborhood!

195 *

TO MACBETH PG. 7G

t:JlK

*" luyirlfe Dll'*.

4
nufrrif

TD TITAIMIA PB. 50
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ROAMING THE TITANIAN DESERT

TD BOL5E
CHALLENGE

if you blast past the onslaught of desert

enemies and obstacles and rescue Slippy

Toad by destroying his captor, your mission

will resume, and the entire Star Fox team
can head for Boise.

Slippy couldn't have, crash landed In a

worse place* Titania is a sandy dust howl of

rolling dunes devoid of vegetation, save for

a few uninviting throngs of cacti The plan-

et may be an arid desert, but ifs tnore like a

catch basin drenched with oceans of dan-

gers and overwhelming wavesfof titan ijt

enemies- If the floods of land mines and top-

pling column! don't stop your Landmaster

in its tracks, the assault vehicles probably

will. The wasteland teems with enemies in

the air and on the ground, so be ready to

turn on a dime and hover in a split second

because they'll assault you from all sides.

ria

QQQU

Traffic tn

Titania is

usually

restricted,
" A # *

but we have heard
that Andross's
scout farces are on
the planet. We don't

know what they're

up to, but if they
can gain control of

the technology of

the planet’s ancient

Boras defense sys-

tem, who knows
what Andross might
use it for. Get down
there and see what
Andross is planning,

and neutralize

Goras if you can!

him h Carneria's

tank corps is limit-

ed, ynur team’s
Landjpaster is the

- StflyFy^hiple? l-lfut * .V
can da the jab. ^
linuil luck!
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mission 5 TITANIA

Planetary Data . . y

Radius li.4397
Albedo. „.v 0.15

Esc Velocity^. B.7Q §km/§ .

•

Equilibrium K
At 1 1 iuspher^....--.Fve3a+re&CDffl3
Hydrographies. I..Q% •

*

;

Biomass. .

a

.1'.35$ Quarts
Class.........! D

Planetary Compendium
Titania is knai^n as* the "fterl Planet?
because' of the huge ion. storms
that swirl dust from the surface of
the planet into its stratosphere.
Archaeologists have fmind surpris- .

ingly advanced ancient ruins on this
planet, *and in fact, a high-tech,

#

planetary tieTense system, cade
named, “tpriras," is still active.

ENEMY RECON

Volatile fand mines
jjflf

pave the road lead-

ing to Slippv Toad. JS
The mines are sen- $ V

sitive and your tank

can detonate them with line slight-

est pressure, so don't tread on them.

Avoid the explosives either by hitting Z

and R to hover over them or by locking on to them

and firing to blast them out of your path.

Keep your sights fixed <

these bird- 1 ike ships and

be ready to swerve or

hover, because they'll

swoop across your M
path to dump land

mines in front of you.

Titania is plagued by lumbering Desert Crawlers. They look

formidable, but since they're massive, slow and

targets. As long

avoid coming into con-

voy' 1 1 be

them

exploiting their

weak spots: their

underbellies.

mm
\

Roving tankbots

patrol

deserts of

steadfastly rofli

launching

cannons.

Land master, however,

these tanks aren't very

maneuverable, so they tend

to move along on a fairly

dictabie path, ft takes only a

obliterate one.

The fiascos will

make sure your

drive through Titania is a bumpy one. The

smooth desert door becomes a rocky road as

these robots hurl an avalanche of boulders at

you. Blast them to stop their pitching and earn

one hit point.

Spiny cacti dot Titania's

sweltering sandscape, but

they pose no threat 10 your

armored bandmaster. If you

shoot or plow over them, you

can reap the fruits of your harvest by

claiming the bonus rings that

sometimes sprout in their place.

star fox B4



Unstable columns topple over to

block your path by falling left if you

approach from the left, or falling right

if you approach from the right. To reach

an item sitting beside a column,

fool the pillar into falling away

from the item by faking it

out. Drive toward

where you warn the :

column to tumble over

When it falls for your trick and

tips over, swerve to the opposite ^
side to claim your bonus item.

To make a bomb appear,

plow through the tunnel of

arches in the middle and the

next tunnel on the left.

LOCK ON
fcSHHSU^ I To earn four hit

points,, tire away

g a : tlu-- Crawler s

1 tin! 1
1- r^iiii Atrack

|

it \r, ill u

ui" U- !• •^I

in up

I sti i'll, 1
1 u us I ' Tie

| as you don't come

into contact with any part of its body, you II be safe. It

takes a white before it shows signs of defeat, bul once

you see Hit+3 appear, you can cease fire and watch

UNDERMINING MINES
It's no Sunday drive rolling through Titanla. Land mines can

blow- you off course violently if vou drive over them so shoot

them out of your way. However, the Landmaster's cannon has

trouble aiming low enough to blow them away, so lock on to

them first, then fire. Your homing lasers will zero in on the

land mines to clear a safe passage.

the robot harmlessly collapse
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mission 5 TITANIA

6 HOOP TO HOOP IO BOMB DM RIDGE
As you approach the bridge,

two Shield Rings, sitting

side by side, tempt you to

choose between them.

Which one should you go

for? You can easily capture

both gold rings by first dri-

ving through the ring locat-

ed on the bridge. As soon as

you enter the ring, quickly

barrel roll into the trench on

your right to claim the sec-

ond Shield Ring,

As you zip through the

valley to escape the per-

sistent laser rays that are

tracking your Landmaster,

hover up to the left ridge.

A Smart Bomb waits for

yon at the end of ft, but

Titan Ean turrets weave a

web of laser beams to tan-

gle up your tank. Boost

yourself speedily along

the ridge to stay ahead of

the laser fire and blow

away the cannons, then

plow forward to claim the

bomb for your arsenal.

THE REO PLANET
LYLflT Millions of years ago, Titania was a thriving plan

DtfTflLinK populated Iry an advanced agrarian civilization.

Interspersed between Ibe farming communities were ornate

cities of stone that the Titanians construe led using advanced

engineering and architectural techniques. The centerpiece of

every town was its tempte, where villagers would leave their

harvests to appease the fearsome Corns. Now, two million

years after an asteroid collided with Titania, the Coras is

the only surviving creature roaming the planet. A far

cry from the lush, green planet it once was, Titania

has become a barren wasteland of deserts and

dunes. Even the Coras is differedt-a direct result of

Andress's biomechanical experimentation.

a.r.
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A line of falling columns will threaten to flatten

you when you attempt to claim the gold ring- The

first four poles will fall to the right, the fifth will fall

away from you, and I he sixth will remain

standing. Avoid getting pancaked by swift-

!y veering to the right of the danger zone.

Once you've intercepted the ring, hover

above the fourth fallen pole and

land behind it to add a Smart

Bomb to your inventory.

LUCK ON
DANGEROUS SKIES ^ »

To earn easy hit points- aim high to down enemy alrtrafMbe

ships arc busy battling Arwings, so they pose little threat to you

on the ground.



mission 5 TITANIA

HOVERING FC

rnrr

Goras grips Slippy's ship

in its upper right arm. If

you blast the other three

arms, Slippy will be able

to fly away,

Boras s punches pack

quite a wallop, so quickly

barrel-roll your tank to

dodge its swings.

Chest
Goras's weak spot is its chest,

but it's shielded by armor. To

strip it of its protection and

expose its vulnerable chest,

destroy its arms.
To avoid Gora s 's f iery Once you shoot i t s a rms off

r

breath, hover or boost to launch bombs at its weak
avoid the jet stream. spot inside Its rib cage.

Fa Ico com plains that he

can t shake the bogey on his

tail. The hotshot bird can outfly him,

Though, so don't worry if you can't large!
i

his enemy shadow, instead, rack up hit

joints by firing into the clouds to dirnirn

ish the squads of ships swarming above.

In the valley, boulders, lasers, missiles and mines assault your tank. A much
needed Shield Ring overlooks your plight from atop the gauntlet's right ridge. It's

a tough dimb that may take time and a few tries to conquer, so buy yourself as

much time as you can by hovering up the hillside as soon as you spot the ring.

G0RA5 Slippy crashes his Arwing straight into the

clutches of the manydimbed Coras, To rescue

your companion and free him from Goras's blistering grip, sweat it out in

a heated battle with the ancient, wiry desert dweller and endure its

clobbering punches, scorching laser missiles and ghastly monster breath.

Head
Quickly barrel-roll or hover to

dodge Goras's breath,

because the spitfire

spews out a devastating

energy stream.

Goras whips you into a frenzy with
its four arms. Its lower ones pum-
mel you, while its upper arms sock
it to you with laser fire.
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super ..

^ defense
^ ^ ^ suteltite

Boise, is the last

line of defense
before you reach
Venom. VVe don't

have^fl lot of infor-

about thisi > motion
L

of the scout ships

we'vetferit there
have ever returned.

A powerful force

Field protects It

from remote scan

-

n iny and makes the
weapons of a

capital ship useless

: against it. A small

strike team of fight-WkIU 1

‘f-ri Jfc
* tors, such as your
Star Fox team,

: might be able to

bring down the force

field and attack the
’ core. Watch out for

the Star Wolf team-
they are sure to be
on the prowl this

close to Venum_

A successful mission on Boise

throws you out of the frying pan

and into the fire. Destroying the

defense outpost leads you and

your team directly to Venom,
Andross'shomeworld

TD VENOM 1

CHALLENGE»»

hinee none

THE DEFENSE OUTPOST
The heavily-fortified Boise Defense

Outpost houses sgu^djLRns of armed air-

ships to ensure that fro invaders infiltrate

the dark planet of Venom. The formidable

fortress patrols the' airspace* surrounding

Andress's homewoHd in ft slow but

watchful qd>it; Fly in Afl-Range Modesto

destroy l he ominous space stahort, its

armies of Boise fighters and the Star Wolf

team, but steer clear of the outpost's ener-

gized force fields. The defense satellite rs

powered by its towering core, and
*

destroying this unstable source of energy

will be Boise's folly. However, laser can-

nons. energy rays and enemy aircraft sav-

agely rage to protect its safety.
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mission 6 BDL5E

Station Data
Rarlii

Mans.™.
Hare Raijrtg.i,

FUBL..,.A^
Wl '(1(11111 Htll IK |( F

?0,DQD Hiii

.—40.00 huh
..:759 hs| i

__XlIlll|11 i'SNI sf I i

:^8:ni hi Hin

Astronomical Data
Bolne in bit artificial satellite created by

‘ Aiidrnss In rletend Venunt BeLutise uT
the size at this Hlnirfiire, and the mag-
ue tic energy generated by its force
field* it is si irmumted hy a sti Mini yruvi-
tatinnai 1 ielrL A classified design rinriir

inent obtained from Aiidrnss 4s arrhiv^es
reveals that destruyiny the six genera-
tor pylons will neutralize its forte field. •%

The war at Boise is hardly a struggle

until the fearsome foursome zoom in to put

an end to the Star Fox team. Wolf, Pigma, Leon

and Andrew know that they're the only ones who are

left to stop you and your team from reaching Andross's

home on Venom. They're not about to fail their boss, so

they'll tail your Arwlngs like a vapor trail. Stay undaunt-

ed and rabidly dogfight your rivals, because their

demise is your ticket to scoring at least 1 50 hits. Once
you've started to disable Boise's core, the battlefield

will become frenzied with laser fire, so concentrate on

downing the Star Wolf team before focusing your efforts

on destroying Boise. "Playtime is over,* Wolf taunts.

Make those his

ENEMY RECON
shield

,
shield

to the

To power Boise's force field,

tors radiate energy beams

Flying into the energy rays damages your

ship, so make the airspace more navigable

by blasting off the tops of the six reactors

encircling the base. Each disarmed reactor

earns you tour hit points.

The swift-flying Boise fighters are

aces at tailing the Star Fox team.

Sharp turns and loops may shake

some, but there are plenty more A
that will take up the ^

*

chase. From their

stations inside

Boise, the

ffiers spew

out in countless droves, firing their lasers

to keep you from reaching the core.

Boise's air- A
space quick-

ly becomes

flooded with hyperactive ^S|j

laser fire. The laser cannons compound

the assault by spraying their firepower

across the surface of Boise. It's easy to get

blasted, but luckily for you, a bonus item

appears in place of every destroyed laser

cannon.

star fax 64



BLASTING REACTORS

The lasercannons usually give up Supply

Rings, as shown on the map, but you may
receive a Shield Ring or a Laser Upgrade

depending on the condition of your ship.

to

r""’ INSIDE THE
Lvutr bulwarks of

DflTflUnK BOLSE
Boise is Ardross's last bastion of

defense I hat keeps watch over

Venom while still keeping tls sights

aimed at Corneria. Stockpiled with

missiles and Venom armies, the arti-

ficial plane I orbits around Venom,

recklessly blasting away any oncom-

ing fleets. Powering Ihe massive

space station is Bo!se
r

s bionuclear

core. While the core generates

immeasurable power, its unstable

fusion of biomula tori energy and

nuclear power turns Boise into a

ticking time bomb. Therefore, si*

reactor pylons must constantly coot

and stabilize the generator, or else

Boise's core will undergo bionic

dear meltdown.

To disarm the base's force field, you

must destroy the reactors generating

its energy. First, however, fly low and

destroy the laser cannons flanking

them. When you zap them, they'll

turn into bonus items that will swift-

ly float along Boise's surface, so stay

low and tire up your boosters to

intercept them. After destroying the

cannons, shoot at the reactor's top

portion to disarm it. Once you've

deactivated the shield, prepare for

the Boise fighters to assault you.

nintendo player’s guide



mission 6 EJDL5E

B0L5E CORE
After dogfighting on Boise, the spinning core will even-

tually emerge from the base. Blast the eight panels

adorning Boise's core to blow up the space station. It

takes a few hits to destroy panels, and you can't lock on

to them, so give yourself some distance when com-

mencing your attack. Apply your brakes and rapidly fire

away as you approach the core.

Core Planets
The weak spots are the eight

yellow panels, A few shots

will destroy one, but it won't

be easy to do since the core

constantly rotates the pan-

els out of the line of fire.

When the tower
emerges, fire at

the eight yellow

panels to destroy

the core.

Destroyed panels

unleash laser fire,

so the more you

destroy the harder

it'll be to safely

approach the core.

Fire away! You'll earn up to 11 hit

points for each one you blow up

illMMa Gu? HMFtf

Nat only do you have to battle swarms of Bohe fight-

ers, bul you'll have to tangle with the Star Wolf team,

too. Mission U has no time limit, so go for the hit

points and destroy all Enemies before targeting the

mre. If your Arwing gets crippled, blow away the

laser cannons to power up your ship with

bonus items.

Plan tine If ovtir-
Star Fwl

T23 *0
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YOU SANK MY BATTLESHIP!
In the Sector V combat /one, Andross's inter-

galactic warships troop straight into

Corneda's defensive wave of space battle-

ships. Enemy missiles are dropping General

Pepper's ships like rocks in a heavy meteor

shower. Inside enemy lines, the confusion of

enemy battleships floating through a grave-

yard of Comer!an vessels creates a maze of

obstacles that you must navigate using swift

aerial acrobatics. Equally agile is Sector Y's

biggest menace-a flying robot infantry.

Spare the Corner!an front from Andross's

threat by penetrating his offensive and dis-

abling his battleships and troops.

tar
• «fc

2 TO AQUAS
CHALLENGE»»
Aquas is the only area where
you can venture underwater

for some deep sea destruction

in the BluedVIarine sub. To

enter Davy Jones's locker, reel

in at least 100 hit points in

Sector Y.

, TO KATIMA
CHALLENGE»>

If you score less than 100 hits, you'll

head to Katina to fight alongside

your former classmate. Bill Grey.

Aided by his Husky unit, you'll

doggedly defend the front lines of

the Katina base.
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mission 7 SECTOR V

Sector Data - v

• Rorfiat inri. 5.61 ergons
• Mag
• Particte 'llensltiy..r4^ c/sg
• Average Albeflo„„59 . .

•

Approx. H^idJu^.„;T7\3B4 '«.km

Abtrunomic Data
A .great clbod of space dust has
formed in the shape -of .the letter
V in this sector. As in Sector X,.

there is strange radiation and
nitiggetic waves in this area, but
the fluctuations are not as
severe.- Casual travel through the
area is still not Yecommended.

The flagship of the Sector Y offensive is the

Safuzlri; Aboard it is the Shogun warlord,

the guardian robot that oversees Andrnss's

galactic fleet. You can easily target the

robot when it stands on the ship's deck, so

attack it there before it launches itself off

the runway.

Andross's mug adorns the front of

the Dorisby. Even uglier are the

ship's turrets that zero in on your

Arwing, The Dorisby, like all bat-

tleships in Sector Y, cannot be

sunk. However, it can be dis-

armed, Blast the

extra hit points, sE

and

the

and, for

The GrazarYs dual hulls are open in the

front like a double-barreled shotgun, Aim

your sights on these openings, hut steer clear

of them, because not only do they launch

attackable armies of assault craft, but they also

fire batteries of unstoppable energy bolts.

The battleships spray the combat zone with

piercing torpedoes that home in on your

Arwing. The small missiles usually blaze at

you in large dusters, so be ready to dodge

their sweeping, explosive swath. You can't

lock on to them, but if you're a sharpshoot-

er, you can destroy them with charged laser

fire or bombs.
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DOUBLE WHAMMY!wr

As you approach the Crazan battleship, target its open-

ings, because fighters will catapult out of both barrels.

Lasers simultaneously spew out, too, so quickly veer

to safety. After the assault, you can fly either above

or below the ship's deck. Both paths deal you

the same enemies: a squad of enemy fighters.

The fliers appear at the end of the Grazan,

so keep

your lasers

charged.

0 FAREWELL TO

Cannons

Annihilate the entire squadron

of enemies to make a bomb
appear for your valor.

00:15 0:30

Defeating the f lock of fliers ^
zooming through the Grazan T
earns you a Shield Ring.

00:45

The cannons mounted on the bat-

tleships easily elude your Arwing's

targeting system, so you'll usually

have to fly in fairly dose in order to

get a lock on the turrets, Such con-

frontational tactics

make you an

easy target, so rather than waiting to

get a lock on your target, tire

away and pell the cannons

with your lasers,

Zap the last robot soldier

floating by the battleship to

earn a Laser Upgrade.

Launch Bays

LOCK ON
LOCK ON THE BBT

The robot soldiers may have shields, but they can't w ithstand

a hit from your charged laser. Lock on to a robot, then fire. It

takes only one

hit to overload

its circuits and

e x p I o s i v e I y

crash its system.

Nintendo player’s guide



mission 7 SECTOR Y

© REAR ATTACK ~H© OVER OR UNDER?
As soon as Peppy

Hare warns you

that enemies are

soaring in from

behind, apply your

brakes or perform a

loop to let them

pass. Be as quick

as the rabbit who's

dishing oul the

advice, or else the

enemy squad will

plow into you with

their ships and

laser fire.

You have two routes to

choose from, depending on

whether you swoop above

(Route I ) or below (Route

2} I he Grazan carrier to

pass it. The lower route is

the more hazardous path,

flying you directly into the

line of cannon ft re and

robot troops. If you vie for

the upper route, you'll

encounter plenty of ene-

mies that can easily boost

your hit points over 100.

01:15 ^ 01:30 TO ROUTE 1 OR 2 PG. E4

r THE BATTLESHIP
LflLdfT* GRAVEYARD

DflTflLinK Sector Y is a mysterious zone haunted by

conflicting storms of radiation and magnetic

energy. The space dust that ionizes the sector tends

to cause the equipment of most space craft to

malfunction or fail. Sector Y renders most ships

helpless, leaving them victims to space pirates and

Venom's armies. Usually, pilots wisely steer clear

of I he eerie vacuum, but those who dare to enter

rarely escape. Scientists attribute much of the

existence of the Sector Y phenomenon on a

failed Boise satellite prototype lhal underwent a

nuclear melldown and polluted the /one wilh

its radioactive remains.

star fox 64



As yuu fly toward the carrier, its laser can-

nons will draw a bead on you and launch a

steady stream of laser missiles in your direc-

tion. As long as you keep moving, you

should avoid getting zapped. Before return-

ing fire at the cannons, lock on io the robot

soldier taking off from the ship's runway.

After shooting it down, swoop left to blast

the cannons and the second robot sold ten

2:15 W02:30

LOCK DIM

MECH TROOPER
Slippy croaks, ''Heyfi

me alone!” aim your

and fire above the

ship to exterminate!

the swarm

of airships

that are'!'

buzzing,

in the d
U fJHjJH

I

The red robot is

tougher than the

other robot soldiers

you've fought so far.

It jets around a lob

so it's hard to hit

unless you lock on

first. At least two

charged laser blasts

should destroy it.

nlntendo player's guide



mission 7 SECTOR Y

Bun
The warlord is armed with a hit

powered laser gun. One hit can

considerably damage your

Arwing, so avoid being an easy
target by constantly moving.

Shield
The Shogun warlord deflects

lasers with its shield. To destroy it,

relentlessly blast away at it with

your lasers.

Before you duel with the

Shogun warlord, you must

first defeat a pair of Shogun

warriors. The robotic duo,

which is worth a total of

eight hitpoints, bull-

ish I y charges you

and assails you

with pistol fire.

The warlord's

combat tactics

are similar, but

its strong armor,

protective shield

and agile man-

euvers make it a far

fiercer foe.

Follow your wingmen closely as

they fly in formation for an

upgrade. If you have twin lasers

already you'll get an extra ship.

When you fire

at the Shogun
warriors head-

on
r
they usual-

ly retaliate by

charging, so be

prepared to

swerve,

After you beat both warriors, the Saruzin

battleship will launch the warlord to spar

with you.

SHOGUN

lii maximize your liil point*, fire away at all of the haitfeships' cannons and huhkers. You'll need at least HI liii

points entering the final showdown, since destroying the

Shogun robots can earn you up lo l
f
J points. T *

. V •

. (f - 1 yf ^

If you score 1IK) or more hits upon completing your mis- \
i

sioo in Set for Y, your ne\t mission will submerge you £
leagues under the sea on A(|uas. To rack up enough hits for

I he dive, take, the upper route when the c arrier throws a

* fprlt into your flight path. ^iBtrir

Kj
TO AOUAS PG. £

If your targets elude you and you earn Um than 1(H) hit points, ttvi.
you'll journey to Katina to reunite with your old pilot pal, Hill. ^ ,

|f

Other than Metro, Seeker Y is the onty mission that wifi lead

you to Katina to join forces with Bill and his Husky unit.
u °e

TO KATINA PG. I

QBDGBIB 0F IMfi?
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If you can t save Katina s base, the

Star Fox team will be routed to the

Sector X Nebula. The battle in

Sector X is easier than the one in

Katina, and it's a step closer to the

confrontation on Venom.

TO SECTOR X
J CHALLENGE

Katina is

ne of our

frontline

defense
TO SOLAR
CHALLENGE

posts. Fox, and it s

eing overrun by

ross's fighters

reived a dis

A dwarf star. Solar is the undisputed

hot spot in the Lylat System. You'll

warm more than your toes here if

you successfully defend Katina's

base and eliminate the enemy inva-

sion force.mu®?*

n

F KATINA
fsJ? tftjfpfwra s

fuwr Gafmnfi fjJUl

IjTmg ^ll^Ll

f®rii££

inii®j=jr iJns

ftmm non fJto

^tfUSO nji) njjj=j [jJfcmaJfe

®Sl r0VD3' Tftrapg ?mH

lie Star Fox Team will defend Katina in All-

Rangel MtxJo. The skies are swarming with

dogfighting aircraft and It's difficult to dis-

cern friend from foe. As the battle rages,

Sauceren a heavily fortified assault craft, will

appear and make an attack run at Katina's

Frontline Base. While clouds of enemy fight-

ers will pour out of Saucerer, the biggest

threat is the ship's Core weapon. It takes

sixty seconds for the Core to charge and

vaporize a target. If you can destroy the Core

weapon, the explosion will scramble the

ship's delicate internal circuitry and set off a

massive chain reaction.

[jiMfjD

3^ fMs
[ijjffd? rjjoiri iBnira uWJIjJ

fnjTj

rfWp pflosjj

tjjuio pfl TJEhira* SJU
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missions KATIIMA

Planetary Data
Radius.......!,.^...

Albedo:.?™;*,..
Gravity.,. ...

Esi:: Velocity.,*;

.Equilibrium K..

Atpiopphqre...
Hydrographies

. BiDmd^&
Class. _.*****„•

....4.893 skm
,.,..37
.--B5
L.3.45 skni/s
....2B1

*_.l\i2BO 0217
8%

-.67B Quads
.„.

Planetary Compendium
ASthough Katina has less water
than rrimer in. Uie climate and
environment are quite similar.
The planet was Intended to be
a colony for Corneria, but
Andross's attack has halted,
immigration. The beleaguered
ETomeriart Defense Force is now
nearly exhausted.

ENEMY RECON
mm

Corneria Fighters are not enemy aircraft, but many

rookies mistake the aircrafts' markings for Venom's Invader

Assault Fighters. Your Arwrng combat computer can identify

Corneria Fighters and will not

lock on them.

Katina's Frontline Base is home to some of the best fighter

jocks in the Lylat System, including the decorated pilots of the

prestigious Bulldog and Husky units. Since veteran pilots are

in short supply, these aces are a prized asset to the Cornerian

Fleet. General Pepper will be very disappointed if you acci-

dentally shoot one down.

Invader II

Venoms Invader II Assault Fighters

suffer from numerous design flaws

and are vastly inferior to Corneria

Fighters. To overcome their

shortcomings, Andross has

ordered all Invader I Is to

be painted with Corneria

markings to confuse the

Star Fox team.

The Fron

Katina's Frontline Base provides fighter support for the

Corneria fleet against Venom's invasion fleet. The

skilled pilots based here have been constant

thorns in Andross's side.

General Pepper

has been

anticipating an

here tor some

Bill En

mrnmmmmmmmmm

Bill Grey is a squadron leader at Katina's Frontline

Base. Bill and Fox go way back; in fact, they stud*

ied together at the Corneria Flight

Academy. If you assist Bill and save

Katina's base, it's a sure bet that

he will find a way to repay

the favor later on.
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' ANATOMY OF
lYLdf* AN INVASION

DflTflLHIK
j|lc invasion of Kalina is

a textbook example of a Venom

assault. The first enemy objective is

to establish air superiority. Since

Andross's Invader IK are inferior to

Cornerian fighters, the enemy will

overwhelm the defenders with

huge numbers. As Sancerer flies

over primary targets, air defense

units are lured inlo meeting the

first wave of Invader IK. A larger

wave of enemy fighters then

swarms out of Saucerer and elimi-

nates the preoccupied defenders.

With the skies dear, Saucerer

deploys ils Core Weapon and com-

mences wilh the second objective:

the complete annihilation of hap-

less ground units. At the end of the

battle, shock troops are dropped to

enslave any survivors.

Saucerer

LOCK ON rwi
Ui\|

LOCK ON TARGETS!
It's tough to identify hie friends from the foes as they flash by your

canopy, especially since the friendly and enemy fighters have

similar paint schemes. Your combat computer knows the differ-

nlntenda player’s guide



mission 8 KATINA

§AUCERER It's rumored that Andross stole the plans for Saucerer from an alien civilization

that lives far beyond the Lylat system. The Saucerer is a fortified assault craft

designed for invasions. It carries several hundred fighters and is armed with a

powerful Core weapon. Once fully energized, the Core weapon can discharge

any

The Core
The Core is Saucereds

central power plant and

main weapon. It takes sixty

seconds for the Core to

energize over a target.

During this charging time,

the Core is completely vul-

nerable to attack.

The Hatches
Enemy fighters launch from

four hangar bays, which ere

called "hatches" by Corneria's

seasoned pilots. Destroying

the hatches will stop the air

assault on the base

city in the galaxy.enough energy to vaporize

Saucereds hatch-

es aren't open all

the time. Bril will

radio you when
the bay doors

slide open.

If you have Smart
Bombs, apply

your brakes and
launch all of them
at the Core.

i

Fly underneath

Saucerer and use

your laser to

shoot away the

hatches.

snow 0? mro
sav:

i.

Where you go next depends on whether you save the base hr allow it to be blown away. Mission B isn't a

milk run, so don't be surprised if Andross's legions slam dunk the Frontline Base, llijtev to victory is know-

ing (he idiosy nc rasies of All-Range Mode flying and being able to understand the data fw^your radar sc reert.
- r" - v .

M's time tti turn the tables on Venom's Forces. You tan sur-

prise Ibe enemy h\ attacking Iheir supply center. Ttoir s<?n*

sors won't detect you if you fly through Solar's orbit. Wien
you destroy Saucereds Core, Katina's inhabitants will see

tluv greatest fireworks display in the plant's his lory.

If you fail to destroy the Core within sixty seconds,

Saucereds (.ore will discharge and vaporize the base. A sur-

prise attark on Macbeth is no longer an option since

Venom's forces are regrouping in the Sector X Nebula.

Perhaps you can vanquish the enemy fortes gal liered there.

1 " H -
***

7 **•

, Mai t

rsrf. feN,

TO SOLAR PG. 70

jet erf: of
n rail

TO SECTOR X PG. 44
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A FOX IN THE FLAMES
While your Arwing's hull is huili to with-

stand temperatures in excess of 9,000

degrees, the heat on Solar's photosphere

exceeds all intergalactic engineering safety

standards. Only your ship's shields prevent

you from being broiled. Your shield energy

gradually decreases as you brush the flames

of Solar's endless inferno, The lower you

go, the faster the shields burn. Fortunately

there are more Supply Rings on Solar than

any place in the Lylat System. Shoot the lava

rocks and flying enemies, then replenish

your shield energy by flying through the

Supply Rings that appear in front of you.

SOLAP
TO MACBETH
CHALLENGE »)

Andross and the forces of Venom
aren't expecting a Cornerian attack

from Solar. A fighter jock would have

to be as crazy as a fox to attempt a

fly-by orbit around this volatile sphere

nintenda player's guide



mission 9 SOLAR

Stellar Data
f Ra 11 lit l«-t C

^ ’
. * , V

8153 skm <

*

Planetary Compendium
An til Class stag 5nf t tr is in the

• Eiravltti

„

-IH mli middle of Lylat's Spctnr X-Y-Z
• Temperiitufe degrees k
• Energy Di4tput«*6 T947 ergons
SteNar [la%...llV) ! • .

• */..

Triangle. Lin til Andress heyan his
bioweapnii experiments, scientists
never believed that life could exist
on a star, even with Solar's rela-

4

lively low surface temperatures.
Aiidross may have introduced life

1
- „ 1

i ;

here to spit e his contemporaries.

ENEMY RECON

Bombs
Solar's surface constantly spews burn-

ing racks into space. While gravity

reclaims most of these molten meteors,

a survey crew once captured one and

made a shocking discovery: the rocks

are composed of former space junk. The

minerals are recycled and forged by

Solar's heat into Supply Rings, Supply

Stars and Smart Bombs,

Flying fire birds called Gores soar on the superheated

thermals radiating from Solar's hot surface. Considering

the creatures heat resistant properties, Lylat zoologists

speculate that the genetic structure of the Gores is

exceptionally advanced. Unfortunately, the beasts have the

mental facilities of moths drawn to flames. Gores are

extremely territorial and will chase and attack anything that

flies too close to their feeding grounds.

can spring up suddenly in front

,

you very little time to react will

aur lasers have no effect

but the explosive blast from a S

: the gases, Use your bombs w

hJa- »4». JAliimu •••

Solar Prominences are arches of incandescent gases

that loop between the sunspots on Solar's surface,

Prominences can spring

shields, giving you

measures. Your

Prominences,

will evaporate the gases. Use your

of your

with evasive

on Solar

Smart Bomb
wisely, since

Prominences vastly outnumber your ordnance capacity

ummmnu i 11 n, mi mmwm
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o PROMINENT PROMINENCES
The curved arrows on the map indicate the paths of anticipated Solar Prominences.

The searing heat from these expanding arcs of incandescent gases can eat up your

Arwing's shields, so fly above or under each prominence* When taking the low road,

remember to pull away from the surface as quickly as possible to avoid depleting your

shields. If a collision is inevitable, launch and detonate a Smart Bomb in front of you

to break apart the fiery gases.

00:15 :3Q

BILL TO THE RESCUE
Since you helped Bill Grey

destroy Saucerer and defeat

the Venom invasion force on

Katina, he's determined to

risk his life and repay the

favor* Bill will swoop down in

front of you during the first

half of your sizzling journey

across Solar's turbulent sur-

face* If you follow his fighter

through the searing heat, hell

drop Supply Rings and a Laser

Upgrade in front of your

Arwing. You'll use these pro*

visions—especially the Shield

Rings—to navigate the treach-

erous swells gathering on

Solar's hot horizon.

nintendo player's guide

If your shields are nearly toast,

look for the Shield Ring in the

middle of this lava bomb field



mission 3 5DLAR

A FLOCK OF FIERY FOWL
For each group of Gores you gun down here, you'll earn a Supply Ring or other power-

up item. These fiery fowl fly fast, but you can down an entire group with a solitary

Smart Bomb. Depending on what you need and what you receive, blasting Gores can

be either rewarding or a total waste of Smart Bombs, Check your ship's status before

you decide to use up all your Smart Bombs shooting them down.

If you stay on the left of the

solar swells you'll see a Gore

you can shoot for a Laser

Upgrade. Go right if you already

have the hyper laser.

& SOLAR

TO P6. 74]1 01:15

It's a real heat wavel As you approach this turbulent region, titan-

ic solar swells will rise and break in your path. Press the 2 or R

Button to tilt and turn your Arwing around the edges of these

burning breakers. Solar

Swells are just as hot as

Solar's flat surface, so try to

keep as far away as

possible from the waves or

your ship's shields will

quickly disi

Solar Swell

Sharp

If you veer to the right and down
the Gore here, you'll pick up two
Smart Bombs and a Shield Hi

Save the bombs for the

Prominences.



gtj Falto is being chased by a Gore, and you don't

P have a lot of lime to save him. As Falco dives

tor the deck to avoid the winged beast, Solar's

bubbling gases will

quickly devour hf£

shield energy > Make
V

^ your shot counts

^ Hold your A Button

n lock on the? gme-

f
-

:
;

I ’• < '
1

1

•- k L' 'u

'-i .x;. I c: • •

il into the

Shortly after Falco is attacked/a Gore
,

will chase Slippy's Arwing. It um
didn't lock on Fake's toe, you're going to

have to make a split decision: do you save Falcp!:

or Slippy?: If the Gore doesn't get them, the beat

frepm Solar's searing surface will, lock on the Gore

or use <1 Smart Bomb and blow il away.

If you nail this Gore as it chases Slippy

you'll collect another Smart Bomb.

O nintendo player’s guide
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Shoot the Gore here to pick up a

Smart Bomb or blast the lava

bombs and load up on Supply Rings.

If you keep blasting away at

the Gores, you'll collect five

Smart Bombs here.

Blast the brown lava bombs
and collect Smart Bombs, The

flashing red rocks are holding

Shield Rings.



mission 9 5DLAR

| 4
*

(V ONE COOL HOT SPOT
iYim With a surface temperature in excess of X500 degrees
DrtTrtLinK Kelvin, Solar is (he undispuled hot spot in the Lylat System.

When measured against other stars in the system, however. Solar

looks downright frigid. Solar is a red M-Class dwarf, one of the

coldest stars in the universe. In contrast, Solar's antithesis, a

Class Blue slar, Has a searing surface temperature of 25,000

degrees Kelvin and a life expectancy of a couple billion years.

Luckily, M-Class stars hurn the slowest and last the longest.

t
Scientists predict that Solar will keeping shining in the Lylat

| Svstem for 1 00 billion vears or more. mm K

4^ Drop the Gore as it skims the sur-

(; face and collect a Smart Bomb.
This is the fast bomb in the stage.

05:30

64

VULCAIIM
Vulcain is one of the most advanced bioweapons in the

Lylat System. Besides being able to adapt to Solar's

extreme temperatures, Vulcain can modify its genetic

structure by absorbing and altering the molecules of the

objects in its environment, if you're not careful, you'll end

up out of Solar's frying pan and

into Vulcain's fire.

Arms
Target Vulcain's sharp limbs before

he splashes a massive plasma wave
at you. Later in the battle, he

1

regenerate new, mutated arms

Mouth
Vulcain spews rocks at you,

but this isn't a barf thing. As
you destroy the rocks, they'll

transform into Supply Rings.

Collect the rings and continue

the battle.

Vulcain will

submerge part

way through
the battle and
make waves.
Tilt on your

side to avoid

the tidal wave.

After you destroy
Vulcain's pointed

limbs, target his

mouth and blast

away with your

Arwmg lasers.

star fox
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TO AREA G
CHALLENGE>•»
You must flip eight railroad switches

and force Macbeth's supply train off

the tracks if you want to reach Area

6. Listen to Peppy if you want to

learn how to derail this crazy train.

VENOM’S SUPPLY DEPOT
Plante! Macbeth serves as the supply depot

lor I he Venom forces i n the Lylat system. The

base if also used for manufacturing many of

Androsst conventional weapons, including

the massive ship-to-ship missiles deployed

Area b.k\s General Pepper mentioned inin

his briefing attacking Macbeth is a brilliant

strategy for weakening the remaining enemy

forces around Corneria, but it won't be easy.

In order to take out the supply train and the

base defense units, you'll have to conduct a

ground assault with the Landmaster The

remainder of your Star Fox team will fly

overhead and provide air support.

' military inriLhine. If

you lihemte tfii«§ plan-

et. Fox* yon will

cripple It!*t nbilit i j ta „

pmdtJ^ ^wnripnni u.

Thiq K nlsn I hr main
founchinq point far

the irrterpfnnrd nry

cruise mi^silF*^

Andrass has Imnn
i iwinrj to own! ill

Cnrncrla, RpslRi nnrn

fighters on Morimill

h.ivr information rtn <i

train that transports

minrrafe and weapons
from the mines nnrl

ftir lories to Andrnss%
main hum* and launch-

inq area. Allhnuqh its

route is wall defend-

ed, derailing the train

and stopping its ship-

ment will In* a rrip-

plinq hlow to

Anrirnss's plans.

TO BOL5E
CHALLENGE

The Venom force et Boise is weaker than

the group at Area G
(
but it's still one of

the toughest stages in the game, You'll

have to defeat Mechbeth with your

normal weapons to reach Balsa

. : ; .

f

1

: f v ;

: W^

9 nintenda player’s guide



mission 10 MACBETH

Planetary Data Planetary Compendium
tjadhii .* L.,.7-gs4 §km Macbeth >5 well Known a

* Albedo^™:.! _D.g5 mineral treasure house. The
• CjnjviLg... ™vf:B7D planet has a relatively large
• Esp; Velocity «i*l~35.3l skm/s population of miners, who have

. Ei |Liilit il ium K_.__._^30. recently been enslaved by
, • *Atpio^ph^re_„_-.__N^75+DEH0 Andress to manufacture weapnr
• . Hydrographies....ES% arid supplies for his armies.
• . Biomate......^ S39 Quads
• Class. IVI

ENEMY RECON

The Weapons Factory

The Liquid Fuel Carrier

Much of Macbeth's Birnam Wood was cleared away to make

room for Venom's Army Supply Base The colossal Weapons

actory here assembles the missile components used against

Corncria forces lighting in Sector Z. You don't have the

firepower to destroy this hardened target, but if you redirect

one of the wea$x>ns trains, you might set off a devastating

chain reaction.

The Liquid Fuel Carrier is one of several cars you'll have to

destroy before taking on Mechbeth. When you ignite the

volatile cargo on the carrier, the subsequent explosion will

demolish the nearby cars, making it

easier for you to attack the cars

near the front of the train,

but you'll take dam-

age if you're close to

the car when it

explodes.

Cannon Car

The Cannon Car is a standard security car attached

to all supply trains on Macbeth, This defense unit is

armed with a bomb and a

missile weapons system rein-

forced with heavy armor plat-

ing. If you tire enough shots you'll

destroy it, but you'll earn more

points if you spend your time

blasting the smaller targets on

both sides of the track.

You've already encountered Tripods on other mis-

sions. but you'll find larger numbers of the flying

foes on Macbeth. That's because Tripods ate man-

ufactured here. These newest versions are

equipped with Andross's latest aerial combat

star fox B4



ROCK OR BET ROCKED

a

The bombs will be floating up in the air.

Use the tank’s thrusters (press and hold

1 and R( to fly up and retrieve Them.

Crank up the hits on the heavy ore cars carrying the large boulders as soon

as you begin the mission. You'll add seven points to your score each time

you destroy a loaded ore car, and you won't have to worry about obstacles

in your path. The trick is lo

remain on the left side of the

screen, close to the train, and

concentrate all of your firepower

on one target at a time. Ignore

most of the other targets shooting

at you. Fire as fast as possible or

the car will dump the boulders in

your path and you'll have to

redirect your fire at the obstacles

or take heavy damage.

nintenda player's guide
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Sum mi y* in m m i zkyUUUW
riissai
An automated gun

is guarding this raih
Destroy the

defense

towers to

find bombs at

random. You

may find five

or none!

way spur. Knock it

out to collect a

Shield Ring.

LOCK ON FAST FIGHTERS
ClAids of Tripod and Dragon Fighters cover this section of the track, Tripods fty low

and slow, so it's easy to knock them out with a single shot, but the Dragon Fighters

are fast and tough to follow. Lock on the Dragon Fighters and let your bandmaster s

tracking system go to work. While it's tempting to completely clear the skies with

sewal Smart Bombs, save them for the large efusters

Destroying

groups with a sin-

will quickly

your overall score.

LOCK ON



mission ID MACBETH

CANNON CAR CARNAGE

COCK ON
BE THE ROLLING ROCKS

If you can't take out all the ore cars, the train will slow down and the ore cars

will roll boulders into the path of your Land master. After being dumped, these

rocks will spin and start rolling straight toward you. Lock on the boulders with

your main cannon and blast away. Steer between

the gaps in the

rocks and resume

chasing the train.

star fox 64

The train rises on an elevated track, giving the Cannon Car an unobstructed

view of everything around your bandmaster. Since its easy for you to dodge

the cannonballs with a barrel roll, the

Cannon Car will shoot at the boulders

above the canyon wall, causing them to

rain down on you. Don't waste your

time trading shots with the Cannon Car;

instead, increase your score by blasting

the rocks in the canyon. You'll get even

later in the stage.

Down the squadron of Dragon

Fighters here to earn an additional

Smart Bomb.

*
Another Shield

Ring will appear

here after you

clear two
waves of rolling

rocks.

j Break up the
* swarm of five

Tripods and
hover up to

the Shield Ring

floating here.



tlE:302:15FROM PE. 73

HHl

Falco has bitten- , off

more than he can chevy,

with a swarm of enemy fighters.,
jj.

Now he has a foe locked on his

tail feathers.

02:45

.1
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0 DODGE THE D
Supply Rings, Shield Rings and Smart

Bombs are waiting for you behind

heavy steel doors on both sides of

the track. You can't use your

Land master's laser or Smart Bombs

like you did on the gates on Corneria

to control the mechanisms that open

and close the doors on Macbeth, Use

your Land master's booster or brakes

and time your approach so you can

ol! through the industrial strength

arriers without being shut out or

eaten up.

HOVER AND HURDLE
As you chase the train down the tracks, the

crooked engineer will activate security

barriers behind the train. Hold your

Z and R Buttons to activate the

Land master's thrusters and hover

up and over each barrier. Like

your booster, the thrusters have

limited power, so don't hover too

soon or your Land master will trip I

and go sprawling between the rail-
. |

road ties. Don't tailgate the railroad

cars or you won't have enough time to

react to the protruding barriers. If you still

end up getting tripped up, note and remem-

ber the locations of the four barriers shown

on the map below* /
/

Activate Thruster*

Barrier

nintendo player's guide



mission ID MACBETH

& FLIP THE SWITCHES!

mw
DrtTflLiriK

THE TRAGIC TALE
OF MACBETH

nini.ii in
years a^0 Macbeth was (hD center of

the aerospace industry for the Lylal System.

Gifted scientists and engineers flocked to the plan-

et to share knowledge and make staggering sums of

money* Orders poured in and a consortium of com- *

panics worked king hours to meet the demand* While

there should have been enough wealth for every

one, a handful of greedy CEOs tried to gather 1

up all the power bv betraying the consortium

with hostile takeovers and leveraged buyouts*

Capitalizing on the confusion and hrutaf infight

mg, Andross invaded the planet, enslaved the sci

entisls and set up weapon assembly lines.

The easiest way to defeat Mechbeth

is to derail the train and send it

careening into a weapons factory,

Andross anticipated this plan and

designed an elaborate safeguard

system to deter sabotage. Luckily,

Peppy has figured out a way to

derail the train. You'll have to flip eight switches and blast the

track control. Use either the Landmaster's cannon or Smart

Bombs to spin the numbered switches. If you can detonate a

bomb directly between Switches Three and Four, you'll flip

them simultaneously. The first five switch locations are desig-

nated on the right half of the map below.

0



THE FINAL THREE SWITCHE

FROM PG. SI

CHANGE COU

The final three switches are hard to hit, espe-

cially since Switch 7 and Switch 8 are on

opposite sides of the track and Mechbeth

will try to distract you. You can flip the last

two switches simultaneously by detonating

a Smart Bomb in the middle of the track. This

is the most difficult part of your mission. If you pull it off

you'll still have to destroy the track control box* Follow

the tips for finding it in

the box directly below,

nintendo player's guide

The eight switches

nisms inside the track control

tracks if all of the eight round

on the box arc blue. A red light on

the control box indicates that you

missed flipping a switch and that the

track cannot be changed. To change

the track ami force Mac Beth's supply

train off course, blast the control

twice with your cannon or Smart

Bombs and watch the lireworks-

youTe oft to Area 6.

safeguard the control mecha-

II be able to change the

Peppy didn't see the ehem

fighters creep up on him while he

was watching you shoot the switc

cs. It s tough to lock on the pursuing ene-

mies while Mechbeth is blocking yt

shot, Try using a Smart Bomb on the fight-

ers. As cruel as it sounds, you won't have

,

|jtp save Peppy if you've already flipped the
j

track switches*



mission ID MACBETH

MECHBETH
Head

Mechbeth's internal power generator is still in the development stages, so the

bioweapon remains tethered to an energy supply canister onboard the train. Its

advanced combat computer, however, is fully functional and armed with a trio of the

deadliest attack weapons ever designed on the planet.

Meehbe th shoots near*

ly a dozen explosive

iron bars from its head

in one shot. To avoid

damage, you must
destroy the metal bars

that land directly in

front of you.

Wings
If Mechbeth has enough time,

it will gather energy into its

wings and shoot a pair of

powerful blue beams at you,

Stay between the moving

beams to avoid damage.

If you're not careful, Mechbeth will sweep
down, spear you with its tail, then drop

you. Execute a barrel roll and spin to safety

when Mechbeth starts to dive.

Mechbeth's head has

an endless supply of

explosive iron bars.

Lock on the bars

obstructing your

path and blow them
away, then continue

shooting the head.

After you've destroyed the

head and arms, target the

control panel on the train's

energy supply container, If

you wait long enough, the

control panel will open.

Slam the exposed control

panel with a powered-up
laser blast, then use quick

bursts to finish the attack,

Mechbeth can't react as long

as you're hitting the panel.

Your next dent i nation depends on whether you blast the -eight switches and change the train tracks or

end up blasting Mechbeth into scrap metat with your Landmaster's weapons. *

If you manage to flip all eight switches and hit the

control box, Mechbeth will roll down the wrong

track and demolish the weapons factory. Androsj

is scrambling to assemble a last ditch defense fp/te

to intercept you at Area 6.

If you use your lasers and Smart Bombs to

disconnect Mechbeth, the Star Fox learn will he

redirected to the Venom forces a I Boise. Don't

think that this is the easy way out-your trouble is

jusl beginning.

i

TO AREA E PG. 1DD

Mission No

MlSSIO
COMPLE

Ml" Air. **c

Wl On . bti;-

uut .

TO BOL5E PG. 5E

LOMIIMl in? iD!Br7
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CHALLENGE

Fox, we
have
received

v w.m s reports

that Andross is using

bioengineering tech-

niques to mutate the

sea creatures of

Aquas into deadly

liioweapons.

However, because of

the rapidly spreading

pollution in the plan-

et's ocean, we have
been unable to

determine exactly

wliat is going on
there. We need to

have you take the

plunge and get to

the bottom of

Andross's schemes
on Aquas. I under-

stand that flippy

has designed an
experimental battle

submersible, the
Blue-Marine, that can
do the job. YotFre our

only chance on this

one. Fox!

Once you plunge into the murky

waters of Aquas, you have only

one route to follow. If you sur-

vive the ordeal in the deep,

you'll move on to Zoness in

your next mission.

ASSAULT DM AQUA5

J

Aboard the Blue-Marine attack sub, you

must navigate through deep channels filled

with Rplogical terrors. You'll find few rings

or upgrades here and precious little help

from vour comrades. Unlike in some areas,

in Aquas you shouldn't expect to destroy

every enem y you see. Some of the creatures.

such as the exploding Starfish, should be

avoided. The Blue-Marine operates a bit dif-

ferently from an Arwing, particularly with

regard to locking on with your torpedoes.

Since you have no limit to the number of

torps, use them constantly. Some enemies

will be damaged only by torpedo blasts.

309

nlntendo player's guide
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mission 11 AQUA5

Planetary Data Planetary Lnmpnndium !OdV
Radius.... ..5,703 skm The entire surface of Aquas is rov-

!

AIhedu .0.45 ered with water. Normally the
• Ejraviiq -B73 ocean teems with life but Die pre- [ *

• Esc' Velocity, .11.53 skui/s rial ini is of Andmss’s Forres have
l
r
i]iii!il il ium K ,5BO done severe damage to the plan-

. » AtfTKiiph^re..,^.-NS7G.D223 el’s ecosyslein. Undersea mins *

• Hi |tJrographirs .97% similar Lu those found on Titania .

• , Biomass .5*545 Quads indicate that Aquas was once m

• Class ,W inhabited by intelligent beiriys.

These Starfish explode
' V v

when hit by torpedoes or j >

when in close proximity

to the Blue-Marine.

Shoot them at a dis- \

tance so they

explode before

you get too close, A good alternative

is to avoid them.

These lurking lookers

appear about a third of V
the way through the^.

ocean stage. You can \
destroy them with lasers or \vS

torpedoes, but use torps quick- j

3y in order to get the maximum *

three hits* The fish swim across

your path, from right to left, not

allowing you much time.
\

The giant squid can be found in /
several locations of the ocean,

but they never present much of

a problem. A single torpedo will ijj

turn them into Calamari, and

you can destroy several with

a single shot, r in

The dreaded Angler Fish light

up the abyss with their

powerful, glowing

appendages. They are

tough as nails, and you'll

have to nail them with multiple

torpedo shots to black them out.

Schools of Sculpms Ire on the seabed waiting

your approach. If you don't stir them up,

they'll launch up and hit you. Start

blasting them with your laser and
1

: torpedoes at a distance to score

mass hits*

frw mysterious Garoas

7 hide within their shells until

?

disturbed by torpedo shots

/ from the Blue-Marine, then

they spread their wings wide in a

dangerous embrace* When the wings are

spread, fire a torp and follow it up with

laser shots*

ENEMY RECON

Angler Fish

star fax E4 o
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f5
Just beyond the small mound is a dam

• containing a gold ring. Target the she!!

with a torpedo to open up the dam.

dn:t CLAM UP
Clams on Aquas sometimes contain pearls such as Supply Rings,

Shield Rings and Laser Upgrades. When you begin your aquatic

mission, the first clam to the right has a Shield Ring and the third

dam, beyond the first arch, has a Supply Ring.

*
* •»

0:15 00:30

Pass through all three stone arches

and then defeat the clam here to

make a Laser Upgrade appear,

0:45 1:00

G FDR GAROA5
After passing through the third arch, a [Mr of Camas appear with their wings

folded around them. Open fire with tormeJoes to get the Garoas to spread

their wings. Once the wings are open, youkan use either torpedoes or lasers

to win the battle. You'll earn a Supply Ring from one of the defeated enemies.

nintenda player's guide

MYSTERIES IN
LVW THE DEEP

DrtTALinK
Flu- ancient civilization of

Aquas once stood above the waves on

a series of islands amidst the global

ocean. There, people built great tem-

ples and made a living by harvesting

sea life from the surrounding waters.

But long ago, a monstrous entity

known as Bacoon grew in the depths

of the ocean, and it was jealous of Ihe

glorious civilization on the land. Over

many years, Bacoon grew powerful It

learned to control the oilier aquatic

Ideforms, like- the explosive Starfish.

When Bacoon c ommanded thousands

of the Starfish to migrate to the tee c ap

and explode, the resulting heat melted

the polar cap and all the islands were

covered liy the sea forever.



mission 11 AQKJA5

© GIANT SPINDLY
These long fish appear

swimming slowly out of the

blackness and cross your

path. You won't have long

to destroy them, so shoot

torpedoes and lasers. Lock

on your torps—you may
get a Supply Ring from the

first fish.

Blast the second damaged
column in the second ruins

to find a Shield fling.

O TREASURE IN THE
HIM

Target here

Solid

The sunken temple columns may contain valuable

items for the Blue-Marine. Only columns that show
cracks in the middle can be broken. The second col*

umn in the second row of columns contains a gold

ring. Lock on your torpedoes to blast them quickly.

* * !

i -# T"

Defeat the first Angler Fish using

four or five torpedoes to get up to
three hits and a Shield Ring.

01:45

047
$11
V -

. V 40
V |f

In the final damagsd column

0 of the third ruins, you can

^ pick up a Supply fling.

star fox E4 o



SPIN AND WIN ANGRY ANGLER 1

When the under-

sea bioenemies

fire at the Blue-

Marine, spin to

avoid being hit.

This only works

to defend against

shots. Explosions

from Starfish and hits from rocks will still dam-

W age the sub when you're spinning.

Shortly after the Checkpoint, an Angler fish wilt appear from

the left side of the trench. Hit it quickly and repeatedly with

torpedo shots. The big fish turns red when you make a

direct* hit. Two torpedo shots and several laser blasts will

finish it off and leave you with a silver Supply Ring as a

reward. A second Angler will leave a shield ring.

D2:3D QR-.4S 03:00 03:15

Just totiie right of the first bed

ofSculpinstJ^vondthe

Checkpoint, ysull find a dam
shell with a Laser Upgrade inside.

of jellyfish in the trench pre-

ified front. It's best to avoid

lightning charges and

past. You can't lock

enemies

have

more

th to vorry

about

,

like the

exploding

Starfish

About half of the way
.through the deep trench,

You'll find a lone clam shell

with a Laser Upgrade inside.

nlntendo player



mission 11 A0UA5
DEPTH CHARGES

The first problem in the trench region comes from exploding Starfish. You

can blast them at a distance to detonate them before you come within

range, or you can dodge their explosions using brakes and boosters. The

second threat is at the end of the trench, where boulders rain down from

above. Stay high to miss most of them, then veer downward to take out

the Garoa.

^ Use torpedoes end laser shots to
r g sink the Garoa found here and win a

Supply Ring.

n^i-03:30 03:45

J J L i i I

BACOON
This giant, evil clam-like being looks worse than it really is. Begin

by shooting the two muscles on either side of the eye. When the

top comes off, shoot the eye until you win.

WOrIT1S snake-like worms that wrig-

gle out of the pods on top

of the clam shelf will attack the

Blue-Marine ceaselessly unless

you blast them,

toucan

destroy the

pods to end

this threat.

I l mij m
14,. "tT>IT 1

II f f
h

. 1

*

L-tffil

1 irrr n h™in-

Begin your attack by shooting the muscles and destroy-
ing the worms when they close in.

When the muscles are gone,

the top half of the shell will

be destroyed, and the eye will

appear.

|\/|mifh Inside Bacoon's gaping mouth, you'll see two
tv auu i_i i

re(j musc |es thai hold the two hahalves of the

shell together. Blast the muscles using lasers

and torps until they break. Then shoot the eye.

Continue to shoot the eye

and the pearls that fly at you.

It's just a matter of time

before you bake this clam.

v

star fax 64 o
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TOXIC TERROR
Though you don't want to be detected by the

enemy's radar network, you definitely want to

make your presence known here on Zoncss*

Not only do you have die chance to cripple

Andross's supply lines, but you can also stock

up on much needed items and weapons,

especially Smart Bombs. The enemy fleet is

V

counting on the mutated marine life to

provide the first line of defense for the cargo

ships, but there are many more Androssian

patrols closer to the convoy* The cargo ships

are protected against your weapons, but the

cargo containers are not. Blast them open to

reveal a slew of rings and bombs*

TO SECTOR Z
CHALLENGE

if you can pass Zoness without

being detected, you
J

ll thenrerv

dezvous with ROB 64 and Great Fox

in Sector Z. You should be able to

take cover there among all the

space junk.

1 TQ MACBETH
CHALLENGE

If Andross's forces detect you,

you'll have to divert your attack to

a different front. Macbeth,

Andross's main supply depot,

would be the perfect place to deal

him a crippling blow and turn the

tide of the war.

©38 0

lo player’s guide
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mission 12 ZONE55

Planetary Data
Radius J 1^3,35# skm
Albedo.vjk..„v..„JJ7 *

Gravity .56
Esc Velocity...!**;./ ^3 ^km/s
Equilibrium K. EBB .

Atpiosphere _N2B0+C0aBi CH422
Hytlrugra|ihii=s.„90%
Biomass..... 1,670 Duads
Oass....*. „T

Planet Compendium
Znhess was once the aquatic
vacation world of the Lylat sys-
tem, The planet is nearly covered
with ocean, with only small groups
of islands breaking the watery
surface. However, Aodross's
bioweapon has poliofed the once
beautiful oceans and transformed
the beautiful **ea creatures into
hideous monstrosities.

=w

ENEMY RECON

These seemingly harmless searchlights actu- ft

ally house powerful radar systems. They m
start off in a "passive" search mode, scan- C
ning only if an unidentified craft approach- ^

es, It you pass one Without destroying it, it will

switch to ''aggressor
1

' mode and activate the

rest of the radar network.

Grown to thousands

of times their normal

size, these genetically

enhanced fish will leap out

of the sea and fire spiraling

blasts of ener-

gy. Charged

lasers or bombs

will be you r best bet
. \

Androssian patrol boats may not be very High-tech; hut

they're quick and heavily armed. They travel in groups of

three or more and coordinate

their attacks precisely.

They usua 1
1 y tffttiBlttllT

*
^

I- V *v

keep an eve

on your six! m

The graceful Z-Gulls

have been horribly trans-

formed and trained to

carry powerful energy

bombs. Try to destroy

them before they

a chance to drop tu^i

TheyTe nearly invulnerable to normal laser fire,

and It will take three or more charged laser bolts

or a bomb to bring one down.

The Z-Serpents

have not become

as aggressive as

Andross had hoped

they would, making

them a failure in his

eyes. Although they'l

ignore you for the most

pari, they have an annoying habit of slamming into

you if you get in their way.

Once a favored del-

icacy in Zones*

restaurants, the

now mon-

strous Kani

are look-

ing to turn you into their next meal!

Charged lasers should do the trick,

and they usually leave bombs behind.

star fax 64



Slippy has managed to pro*!

yoke an entire group or Z

I'lUjwui i Serpents, and

they're in hot

|k..J pursuit. Lock on

I n j the serpent %
iii r ui fhe

I •
' •

;

m

,'i u I let fly

I v\ith a rliargddj

laser bolt to take

^eni out aII

a I once. !|i f
fl

o SEAREHAMO DESTROY

The surest way to destroy

a Troika is with a bomb,

and then you'll get a bomb
in return.

Charge your lasers and be

ready to cook some Kani. A
Smart Bomb is your reward.

This Shield Ring

was probably

left for an

enemy craft,

but it will do

nicely for you.

to

The success of this "stealth" mission depends on

your remaining undetected by enemy radar. If you

fail to destroy even one radar buoy, the enemy will

pick you up tor sure, and then you'll be in real trou-

ble! If the radar network switches to aggressor mode,

the searchlights will turn red. From that point on, you

can bet that Andross's fleet will throw everything

they have at you. It will still be possi-

ble to complete the mission and chal-

lenge the floating Sarumarine base,

but you'll be forced to bypass Sector Z

and lake the battle to another front.

>: c £

Fly between these two rocks to

make an upgrade appear Loop imme-

diately to collect it.

00:15 :3a

a
t



mission 12 ZDNE55

IIMG LAIME © ALL FDR ONE

1/ ATT I— 11^* IT

Katt Monroe is not an official member of the Star Fox

team, but shell lend a blaster when it suits her Shell take

care of a few radar buoys, but don't expect her to tag them

alb She's even cockier than Falco, so keep an eye on her,

especially after the Todora appears. She'll probably forget

to watch her six for incoming fighters. If she picks up an

enemy, take it out for her

There are three items at the center of your flight

path, stacked one on top of the other. Aim for the

bomb at I he bottom and pull a loop just before you

hit it. If you hit it straight on, you'll collect all three

items as you come around,

TDDORA
It's the migrating season for the Todora, a local species of

dragon. You can't hurt them, but running into them will

hurt you. ROB 64 has analyzed their movements and

projected their course on to the electronic map. The

arrows show which way they're going.

Another Z-Serpent has just dropped in behind the

Arwing. There's no telling which way it will turn, but

unless you want to get your wing ripped off in mid-air,

hit the brakes and barrel

to one side.

1:15

star fax 64 E



COVER& DUCK A

The enemy fleet has placed a radar buoy and some items behind protective

barriers. Shoot the top of ihe "'rudders'' on the sides of the gates to move

them up or shoot the bottom to make them roll down. Hit the brakes to give

yourself some extra time. Pull up if you don't think lliey will open in time.

Slippy is probably just showing

off—but maybe the little flipper

is on to something. Follow him

as he flies between the legs of

the three oil rigs. If you make it

through them and fly toward the

gap in the platform beyond, you

just might reveal a hidden, ran-

dom item, it's worth a shot!

Even if you didn't set off the radar neb your enemies can't

help but notice that you're invading their air space.

Chances are they'll have a flight of fighters on your tail

before you even reach the second cargo ship. Dive, brake

and barrel-roll to avoid getting hit from behind.

ilpiifip

Rings and bombs are ripe for the picking!

Hit the hrakes and blast the crates fora

huge harvest of supplies and weapons.

nlntendo player's guide



mission ie ZDNE55

« Your choice: collect the

ring or target the tanks.

If even one radar buoy survives, Ibe enemy will scan your ship

and figure out who you are arid where you're headed. If thal hap-

|xns, you'd Ixdter change course and lake a different approach

to Venom.
'

tihwlW^pilPWH' m
Miivlon No, 4

MISSION
ACCOMPLISHED

You've made if through without being detected. Great? They'll

probably think this was jusf a surprise raid for supplies. They

won't guess (hat you're headed to Sector Z to rende/vous'vvith

Great Fox! MWonNo4
MISSION

COMPLETE
YouVe tieen detected! The fleet is proha lily signaling Andross thal

you're on your way, but he still won't know which way you're

coming from. Set course forMacbeth.

TO MACBETH PE. 7E

TO SARUMARINE

*

star fax E4

The twin funnels act as smokestacks and

snorkels. Destroy them to prevent the

Sarumarine from diving.

Launcher
Destroy the globes the

Sammarine launches at you to

get bombs. Grab them!

Stock up on bombs
and use them on the

snorkels. Once
they're destroyed,

bomb one of the

Sarumarine's

launchers,

The Sarumarine will

rotate and use its

crane to pull thepon
toon back up. Bomb
the crane.

Repeat until the

crane is destroyed,

then go after the rest

of the base, ft should

take only another

bomb or two,Mine
Watch out for exploding mines.

Blast them for Supply Rings.

Crane
As long as the crane is

operating, you

won't be able to

destroy the

Sarumarine.

SARUMARIIME
This former research station has been turned to evil purposes by Andross and

is the cause of the toxic pollution of Zoness. It has the ability to repair itself by

using the crane mounted on its aft deck.



ALL PILOTS, SCRAMBLE!

Fox, we
don't know
far ^ure

Andrus** is up to in

Sector Z. The nebula

has became a space
graveyard full of

wrei keii irstifigis,

so lie iiii ii] he £»<:av-

eni|iiiy them for

spare part^i We’re

counting op your

team to ofbfieuver

thr ough I hi* Iujue-

tJidnris fields of

spare junk and scout

pot the situation,

jaufc be careful.

Intelligence reports

suggest that

A i ittruss is nini ill in -

itiy all space t raffit

in the area, and he
may have a surprise

for you!

In this All-Range area, Andrews'* forces are

piloting the improved invader 111 lighter,

which is faster and tougher rhan its prede-

cessors. They! I try to lure you awav from

Great Fox and your wingNsn, but slay in

dose so you can help them on a moment's

notice. If you're having trouble tracking ene-

mies, switch to the wide-angle view. Keep

targets in view as you fire your charged

lasers. If you lock on to an enemy, but it flies

off the screen as you tire, you may not get

the hit. Once the first squadron is destroyed,

another will fly in, but usually not before the

first missile appears in the sector,

Tf| pni Cp If Great Fox is heavily damaged, you'll take a

|
I—I UULJL

less direct, but no less dangerous, route to
1

CHA LLEINJEE Venom - Vbu'il have a good chance of breaking

through the Boise station defenses on

your own.

TO AREA 6
CHALLENGE

If you can take care of whatever

evil Andress has going on here, the

team can proceed through Area 6

and on to venom, The bulk of the

enemy fleet is massing in Area 6,

and youll need Great Fox to back

you up.

D nlntendo player's guide



mission 13 SECTOR Z

Sector Data
Radiation.
Mag Flu\
Pnrlicle Density
Average Alberta
Approx* Radius:'.

,.4.53 ergon*i
..es% -

*.37 £/sg
...53 - .

.;1£?,53Q **kitr

Astronomic Data
An jiTipossibll] biige letter Z formed from
ppbfie dost looms in Sector Z. Of the
three different space dust sectors.
Sector Z is the most dangerous. Not only
dp strange magnetic waves here make
navigation difficult, hut the area is also
strewn with the wreckage of an epic
baL tFe from several decades earlier when
Cornelian Forces defeated space pirates.

*

ENEMY RECOIM
Invader III

These powerful space cruise missiles are the product of

And ross's war machine on the manufacturing planet,

Macbeth. You won't see them on radar
— J

out of warp, but ROB will alert

enter sensor range

be accompa
flights of Invader

111 heavy fighters.

The Invader IN is the latest version of

first seen on Fortuna. If they give you

trouble, take out most but not all of

squadron. If you destroy them all before the

first missile arrives, -another

appear just as the missile does,

things doubly dangerous*

Request Emergency Landing!
Between Great Fox, the enemy fighters and all the space

debris, the sky will get very crowded on this mission.

Besides taking laser damage, you'll likely run into a few

things, too* For a quick repair job, head toward Great

Fox's rear docking bay, just above the main engine. If you

fly straight in without striking anything, you'll be repaired

instantly and sent out the launch bay at the front of the

ship. Your wings and shields will be fully restored, no

matter how badly they were damaged, but you won't

recover any lost Laser Upgrades.

star fox 64



SUPPLY RIIMG5

INI THE PROWL

You won't find much in this sector, but you can get a

boost to your shields from these rings. Blast open the

containers to retrieve them.

Destroying enemy
ships may net you

Shield Rings or Laser

Upgrades, but only

rarely. If you miss

picking up an item on

the first pass, it may
disappear

Katt warped in just in time to help take out the third

wave of missiles, it's a good thing shetracked you from

Zoness, If you had come in from another direction,

say, Sector X, she might not have known to come here!

;M
KATT ON THE WING

DflTrilinK Monroe is an expert pilot and

an occasional ally of the Star Fox

team. The Cornertan military considers her a

hit of a nuisance but acknowledges that she

has been useful in the fight against Andross*

Intel reports slate lhal Katt was once

amhushed-and her ship crippled an

Artdrussian patrol# and that because of this

incident, she has dedicated hersetf to

Andress's defeat, Katt currently flies a heavi-

ly modified tnvader-flass fighter, duhhed The

Cats paw, apparently stolen from one of

Andros*'* liases. When asked about this

alleged incident by her close friend. Fa I to,

Katt allegedly replied, "Just be glad I'm on

your side, fly boy/'

nintendo player's guide



mission 13 SECTOR Z

COPPERHEADS
Copperhead space cruise missiles are heavily ray-shielded, so unless you have

hyper lasers, it will take several charged holts and regular shots to bring each one

down. The first missile will approach on its own, followed a minute or two later

by a pair and then a triplet of missiles. ROB 64 will call out the distance between

the missiles and Great Fox as they make their final approach.

Warhead
The Copperhead is designed to

penetrate the outer skin of a

ship, using its rotating warhead
to burrow in and then explode

ROB 64 will alert you before the

missiles appear on your radar

screen. They always approach

from the left side of Great Fox.

When they appear on radar, head
toward them. Even if they're not

in range of normal shots, you can

Target them with charged bolts.

if you don't destroy them head on,

loop around and target them from

behind. Fire charged bolts immedi-

ately followed by regular shots.

!i\K •

Your next move depends on whether or not the Greal Fox can make it through this sector unscathed. If it

does, youll all head into Area 6 to face the hulk of Andross's fleet. Without Great Fox's support, you'll have

to take a steal Ihier route lo Venom,

With alt of the missiles destroyed, you can now pro-

ceed to Area 6 and take die battle to Andross's frejnt

door. You can believe that Great Fox will mako-a Tug

difference in the coming battle.

OAt . :
. ^

V- „
The Greaf Fox has been heavily damaged, and it won't

he able to continue Id Venom. Though the route past

Rblse station is also well defended, your squadron will

have a good chance of breaking through there.

star fox 64



RUN THE GAUNTLET

Area S
is the
CornerIan
llefpust*

Force's
military designation
for the most heavily
defended sector of
space around the
plane t Venom- We
believe it is actually
the most effective
attack point to
strike at Andross’s
palace, which would
explain the heavy
defenses. Our
forces simply do not
have the strength
tn punch through
these defenses, but
a small, quick team
like yours might
have a chance.
If you can moke
it through the
defensive cordon
here, you'll have a
straight attack run
on Andross himself!

nintendo player’s guide

This is the deadliest area of space you'll have

entered so far. Andm^lm^fe||out the rest

pt, his fleetj
including several squadrons

heavy cruisers. You can destroy the capital

ships, but it will take a dead-eye aim and a

quick trigger finger Hyper lasers are essen-

tial, so try to arrive here with a full load of

upgrades and do your l>est to keep your

wings intact during the battle. Barrel rolls,

braking and evasive maneuvers will be your

keys to racking up points and keeping your

ship in one piece. Fay special attention to

calls from ROB 64. Great Fox can offer a lot

of crucial supjXHl on this mission.

3DD hits

The route through Area 6 is arguably tougher than

the one going past Boise defense station, but it will

take you directly to the entrance of Andress's lair,

avoiding a lot of the planet side defenses.

TQ VENOM
CHALLENGE



mission 14 AREA G

Sensor Hntn - * A^trnnnmic Date
• Umbra clarss:........l31 This* area of space ffas no uiiusual 1

# Marini k Features, b'ut it is tlje most rnnvo-
• Zemin class;."w..15*

p nient atniusgjherftc re-entry point from
• Mag Flux 7% w hich to* strike at Aiidross's home

EriVl Function. .v
;
.v* IV tJ

' base.- -The legendary battle station.
• t* m

- Borquci. which is equipped with a mat-
* ** * *

; « ,£er-dispiacerrieiTt device, is said

|
• - * f

* « *
tp control this area of space.

fe *
*

91 o

A
ENEMY RECON

Umbra Cl

Umbra-class defense stations are worth four hits each, so

destroy as many as you can. (if you're not worrying about

points, though, you might be better off targeting the

swarms of fighters instead.) Hit them

with a charged laser and follow with

rapid-fire lasers. Be careful, as some

Lv
of (hem will turn and bring all of

their guns to bear on you.

Though not as powerful as the Copperheads,

N injin missiles are formidable weapons, neverthe-

less* They're faster, more maneuverable and

tougher to hit than their larger counter-

parts. Even if they don't connect, the

concussion will punch right through

your shields. On the other hand, if

you destroy one, you might

receive a Supply Ring

in return.

Minjin

Harlock-CI

Ha Hock-class assault frigates are sleek, fast and deadly.

Their numerous turbo lasers give them the firepower of

much larger ships, but if you penetrate their defenses, you

can take them out. The ship's designers sacrificed significant

amounts of armor plating for more speed, just a few shots

from your lasers should penetrate their hulls.

Zeram-class heavy cruisers are the largest capital

ships in the Androssian fleet They are heavily

armed and armored, and they're very tough to

shoot down with a single laser. Target their bridges

(the high, wedge-shaped structures), to destroy

them. They're worth a total of

six hits each. Shoot their

guns separately to rack up /

extra points.

star fox 64



The Umbras can

absorb a lot of laser

fire before being

destroyed. Wait for

the "Hit+3" mes-

sage to appear

before you move on

to the next target.

Even if you're a

crack shot, it will be

nearly impossible to

destroy them all.

You'll have to split ymn

betweef) themUnW attention

swarms of enemy fighters and an
^ ,

1

•

ij/ IfuMI
Umbra station. Target the lighters

,
on

FaEco's tail and then take evasive action

to avoid the Umbra's laser fire,
fl

This Umbra seems to be dormant, so you don't

have to worry about getting shot at* To collect

both the ring and the Laser Upgrade, swoop

flfawn toward the ring and then pull a loop just

asmu reach it. You risk hitting the underside

of g|e station, but the -

ting should help >

offset 1

to

Bur ship. §HHS

Destroyttieer’itir^^rst

squadron of fighters for a

sorely needed Laser Upgrade.

Avoid the Umbra's tire and

take out thafive btrg-shaped

fighters for a bomb.

nintendo player's guide
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mission 14 AREA 6

The Ninjm missiles are tracking you and your squadron.

Your best chance to destroy them 15 with well-aimed rapid

fire or charged lasers. Depending on your ship's condition,

you may receive Supply Rings.

Blast the

Killer Bee and

let a Shield

ling reward.

C
lf you destroy the first bee

^flj In time, another will appear

£ here. Take it out!

Peppy is being chased down

by an entire pack of heal-scek-

ing kmirn
!f y°u mm

I want to lam
L him, foriml

and ft.ghte.-f,

and iv>

the missiteiu;

! miss.-

he may huyp

to stl out

rest of tjfil

haltie.'.'Mffli

be

entire

N LIN
HMk

That's not ROB 64 on the

corn-link, that's Andross! The

vile monkey has tapped into

RGB's subspace frequency

just to taunt you. Since

you're busy with a squadron

of fighters (hit them with

charged lasers, by the way),

just ignore his hail.

Andross is crowing now.

but wait until you break

through his fleet and blast

open the front door to his

palace!

star fox 64



LOCK ON
5TAR WARRIORS

'

1

£
These Venom

fighters are using

a new tactic: link-

ing together to

form a star-shaped

mega-fighter This

gives their wea-

pons far greater

range and power

than usual. Take

them out with two charged lasers or one bomb.

The payoff is a Laser Upgrade.

Zeram-class cruisers can be worth up to 19 hits

apiece. Blast all the ship's cannons for 1 3 hits and then

target the bridge to destroy the ship itself for 6 hits.

Normal lasers seem to work

best on the bridge area, but

a Zeram can take a

Bridge -^/^ *
ot punishment,

so work fast.

CanCannons

2:30 02;3D

"ilijfih

\ /
! /s

CALL FOR BACKUP
Cruisers on intercept course! You must take out the first trio on

you i own, but Great Fox can get into position to help with the

seciOMci wave. Target the guns on the cruiser at the head of the

second wave. If ROB destroys this ship, you'll get credi t for the

ship, buvnot its guns,

Destroying all these targets

will take a perfect airb 1

and expert flying. Lock on

the Butterfly fighter chasing Slip-

py and then
i

go after either

the Zeram's

guns or its

bridge. You

won't have

time tor both;

since there's a

flight of in-

coming mis-

siles that you'll

have to deal

with, too!
f |

nintend playnr ’s guide



mission 14 AREA G

great foxat
LYIAT

DflminK1LIHK
^eve^°Pec* ^V Arspace Dynamics

Co., Ltd., manufacturer of the

Arwing fighter, Great Fox was custom built

under (he direction of James McCloud.

Featuring three NTD-FX9 plasma engines* Great Fox

is light-speed capable and has a real-space cruising speed thal

nearly matches the Arwing's. Power for its two T&B-H9 hyper

laser cannons is routed directly from the plasma engines, giving

the ship the ability to punch through even a Zeram-class cruiser's

shields- ROB ft4 was devi'loped in conjunclinn with Greal Fox

and is hard-wired direclly to the ship's primary computer. James

McCloud took out a low interest, 80-year mortgage to purchase

Great Fox, a debt that his son is doing his best to repay.

02:45

GORGON

Outer Hull
Gorgon is protected

by a laser- re si stant

armor that even your

weapons can t

]ierce. While the

shell is closed, only

Gorgons tentacles

m vulnerable.

Gorgon h Andress's deadliest weapon yet! It's equipped with a huge hyper laser

capable of piercing the crust of a planet in a single shot. Jt also possesses a

Dimension Transport System that enables it to phase in and out of our reality,

something that scientists have thought to be impossible, up until now.

After you destroy the

energy balls twice,

the laser will open
fire. Barrel roll around
the edge of the

screen to dodge.

Destroy the tentacles

to make Gorgon open
its armored shell and
then destroy the

energy balls. Blast the

missiles and fighters

for Supply Rings.

Laser Care When the armored shell opens, the core of the

planet-killer is exposed. If you destroy the three

energy balls several times, the core will eventually

become vulnerable.

Keep shooting the ten-

tacles and energy

balls. Eventually, the

core will be exposed
and vulnerable. Hit it

hard and fastf

star fox 64 m
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THE LAST LINE

mmm ,,M ’ di,<l

vvnultliTl tp Mir-

jiri-.fi I il tht-ij wvrv

flyiiiy Lliiii must

Andros^s arsenaL

This will Lip ijuiir la§>t

I uit t li 1 before you go
lijj against Ai ii linss

himself* «»d be pre-

pared to fight hard!

All your hard work and dedication have

brought you to this, the final showdown

with Andross. Depending on which path

you took to get here, you'll enter either a

Corridor mode or an All-Range Mode battle.

In the Corridor battle, be especially wary of

enemies coming from behind and be ready

on the Ixjoster and the brakes at all times. In

the All-Range battle, you'll face the Star

Wolf squadron in an aerial duel. There will

be few items, so don't take big risks. If the

radar shows someone on your six, don't

wait until the lasers are bouncing off your

ctoppy before you take evasive action.

If you approach Venom from the

Boise satellite, you must travel

over the surface of the planet,

through the heart of its defenses,

toreach the entrance to

Andross's palace.

1 FROM BQL5E
CHALLEMBE

FROM AREA 6
CHALLEMBE>»»
If you approach Venom from Area 6,

you'll be in line to enter the planet's

atmosphere just above Andress's

stronghold Ybu won't have to face

entire armies to reach the palace,

but it won't be totally undefended.

nintendo player’s guide



mission 15 VENOM

Planetary Data
Radius.... S3 sKm
Albedo
Brfivltyki-^^*^rM-1-43
E^c Velocity..*.._14_‘B4 *ikoi/5
Equilibrium K_.--_.JBB

Abna«iphere„„l.J\ie43+C0eB5 CH412
Hydrographies _*U%

Planetary Compendium
Venom is a harsh Frontier
world on the periphery of the
Lylet system. The atn los-
phero is altnosi unhrent liable,
and the rocky surface is

broken by rough cUTTs and
chasms. Because of its tlis-

Usfbg portable versions of the Dimension Transport

System used on the Gorgon satellite, these blocks will pop

up out of nowhere and fill up one of the paths

to And ross's palace. You'll be able to squeeze between

them, but it wilt be a tight fit and your G-diffuser

generated shields won't protect you if you run

into them.

Your rivals' signature ship has been upgraded in every

area. It packs dual lasers, an improved G-diffuser unit and

anti-bomb shielding as standard equipment, and

this version is also far

more maneuverable than

the original. The Wolfen II

technically superior to the

Arwrng, but you can

prove that heart and guts

count for more than

speed and steel!

Andross has transformed the plan-

et into one, giant booby trap.

Taking advantage of Venom's

rugged terrain, Andross has rigged

the canyons surrounding his

palace with pillars of rock that will

burst out of the ground if an unau-

thorized ship approaches. Brake

and barrel -roll to avoid them.

These mysterious monuments are located just

outside the entrance to Andress's palace. While

some intelligence analysts believe they were

built recently by Andress's slaves to honor

their master, other experts note that they

appear to be very old—ancient, in

fact. A detailed analysis has not

lieen possible, of course,

ENEMY RECON

star fox 64 I



FROM BOLSE PG. 56

CANYDIM RUM
Now that Boise has been destroyed, bead to the surface immedi-

ately. You'll avoid the large capital ships, but planetside defenses

have been alerted, so be ready! The surface of Venom is criss-

crossed by canyons crammed with the cream of Andross's forces.

Great Fox's sensors have mapped out the various paths you can

take. There are many paths, but they all lead to the same

thing- ..Andross!
043

T FLYING
They're trying to

distract you with

a sea of ground-

pounders while

Scout Pods drop in

from above.

Evade!

this

stretch. Youll have

fighters ahead of

you, and Tripods wiff

be coming in low

from behind.

There are only a

few tanks and a

couple of incom-

ing squadrons-

easy pickings for

your lasers!

You can follow

Falco to the
left, but try not

to shoot him rn

the exhaust

pipe! Tripods fill

the sky.

fly down the middle of the canyon and avoid the rock

poles that cross from one side to

pole on the lower level,

dive down to the

canyon floor. When you

reach the ring, pull a loop

to snag both items.

nlntendo player's guide
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mission 15 VEIMOIVI
A few tanks dot the

beginning of this

canyon, but catch all

the Tripods down the

line for a Laser Upgrade.

Andross strapped anti-grav packs
to stone columns and is driving

them at you from all directions!

Brake and roll?

Use a bomb here as

soon as you can.

For every dragon

you destroy, you'll

receive a bombin
return.

Sensors show fighters

posted at both ends of

this canyon, and there

are stone pillars to

worry about, too.

TO GDLEMECH PGi. no:

WT)jfiij

“
J 1

I

|y II i:r
—

i —r 1

You can't

destroy the

energy con-

duits, but you

can hit the

Tripods hiding

among them.

U- 1 III om i iih44-

Hit the booster to

grab the Shield Ring

before the pillars

pop out. Sounds like

ROB is trying to hail

you, too.

Your wingmen are

blasting one of

the columns so

they can slip

through, You can

fit through the

columns, but just

barely, Fire your

lasers as a guide.

All is quiet here,

relatively speak-

ing. If you take

out the squadron

emerging from

that bay, you'll be

home free,

The Venom fighters

aren't the only threat

here. Blockers are

popping up, and two
squads of tanks are

rolling in from behind!

star fox B4



TO ANDR055 PG. 112

EVIDENCE OF A LOST TRIBE?

rwiTflMnK ** * s no* known whether Golemech is

(something Andros* treated or something

he discovered in the ancient ruins that dot the sun

face of Venom. Few archaeological surveys were

vent to Venom before Andrms look it over as h

H

base, but Corneria University scientists believe that

the legendary Lost Tribe of Comerus did, indeed,

inhabit Venom in the distant past, Thev also think it

possible that Golemech is a remnant of the Lost

Tribe's technology. Ancient texts state that the tribe

eventually struck out into space to find a new home,

but what became of them, no one knows.

nintendo player's guide

GOLEMECH
Goiemech's rocky armor provides a high degree of protection from lasers. Without hyper lasers, this battle could take

some time. Destroy Goiemech's body armor first, then go for its head and then the exposed power coupling on its back.

Watch out for the pillars of rock that burst out of the walls and the falling columns.

Head
Goiemech's head Is laser

resistant at first. Once its

body armor is destroyed, its

head wilt turn red Now hit it!

Golemech will strike the walls,

making pillars burst out and fail.

Keep your distance to avoid get

ting hit.

Goiemech's body armor is

composed of several lay

ers of rock. Charged lasers

and bombs seem to have

little effect on it.

You won t be able to defeat

Golemech until all its armor is

destroyed. Concentrate on one

area of its body and then move on.

Golemech was the last line of defense!

Now follow the tunnel to Andross's lair.

You can shoot the laser emitters or avoid

the ba triers they create. Don't worry if your

battle with Golemech damaged you. You'll

find lots of items along this tunnel.



mission 15 VENOM
FROM AREA 6

You 've broken through Area 6, giving you a straight shot at Andross s palace,

but you can't relax yet. Star Wolf and company are out for blood—yours!

STAR WOLF
This is the final showdown between you and your longtime

rival. If not for Pigma's influence, you may never have «

become enemies. Who knows? In another lime, another

place, you might have called him friend,,.

Wolfen II

The WolfBnll’s

improved G-diffuser

design gives it better

protection and

maneuverability than

your Amina's. It will

take a lot of shots to

bring it down.

If your Shield Gauge drops

too low, ROB 64 will con-

tact you for a resupply. If

you respond, the Supply

Container will appear in a

random spot.

The key to this battle is vis-

ibility and maneuvering, so

switch to the wide-angle

view. Pull a loop to turn the

tables on a pursuer. Turn

tightly to stay on his tail.

TO ANDROSS PG. lie

Star Wolf was just a puppet, and

now it's lime to go after the one

who pulled his strings—Andross!

Follow the map, but avoid the

sharper turns or you II lose a wing.
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ANDROSS
The key here is to destroy And mss 's hands first and then his head. There are several ways 1o do this, but

here's our preferred method. Shoot him in the eyes to distract him and then shoot his hands. Be ready to

dodge the lightning bolt he shoots from his right (his right, your left) hand. Repeat until both hands are gone.

Eyes
Shoot his eyes to

distract him. It wont
really hurt him, but it will

make him pause.

Hand
Andross can fire lightning bolts with

his righthand only, so destroy it first.

If you miss shooting him in the eye,

instead of trying to blast you, he'll try

to punch you several times and then

try to suck you into his mouth.

Head\
Once Andress's hands are destroyed,

his head will be vulnerable, but only at

specific times: after you launch a

bomb into his mouth and he

laughs, or after he spits

a mouthful of rocks.

Mouth
If he tries to inhale

you, launch a bomb
info his mouth and

then blast him

between the eyes.

If you don't have a

bomb, turn and

brake to escape.

When he spits,

shoot the rocks and

then Ns face. If he

inhales you, he won't

be vulnerable when
he spits you out.

Andross will throw a low left

punch, a middle left punch, a low

right punch and then clap his

hands together. He'll then try to

inhale you.

When Andross spits, blast the rocks. If you're lucky, you'll receive

bombs and rings in return. In fact, once the hands are gone, you can

prolong the battle to slock up on weapons or recharge your shields.

You'll wear Andross down eventually, but his head wrli explode to

reveal an even more sinister form!

FROM BOL5E

Why, it's not Andrus at all, but some robotic duplicate! In

any case, it's going down hard Shoot it between the eyes.

You can't dodge as ft charges at you, so let's hope you have

some power left in your Shield Gauge!

nintendo player's guide



mission 15 VENOM
FROM AREA G

AH that's left are Andross's eyes and brain, grown to monstrous proportions. The brain is so large, it can't maneuver up and

down as much as you can within this All-Range area. It's equipped with a Dimension Transporter and powerful thrusters,

though, so it will still be tough to get it in your laser sights. Using the radar scope will be crucial to lining up your shots.

Eyes
The eyes are connected

to the brain by energy

strands, Concentrate
your fire on the eyes

first. You can t dis-

rupt the energy

strands, but

they can hurt

theArwing.

Medulla
This structure at the base of

the brain is its weak point, it

releases bulbs of explosive

energy, and it also has tentacle

like strands that can pull you in

The eyes show up as dots on
the radar. Loop around and

shoot them from behind. Try

to avoid the energy strands

as much as possible.

After the eyes are

destroyed, go after the

brain. If you shoot the main

portion of the brain, it will

use its Dimension

Transporter to get away.

Stay low, Get behind the brain and turn in the same direction it s going.

Brake and barrel-roll to turn as tightly as possible. Shoot the weak
point when it comes into view.

ESCAPE FROM VENOM

Andress s dreams of conquest are going up in nuclear fire, but his death throes are also overloading your shields. It looks like

you won't Jive to enjoy your victory after...waft! What's that? ft's another Arwing, but who's at the controls—]ames McCloud?!

Ekv'Tt fj^er ifi,:

*y aim’.

t can't be true, but it is! Fox's

father has come to show him the

way out of Andress's palace.

Engage the boaster and follow him

through the tunnels*

Use the booster on the straightaways, but ease up before

you get to a fork, James McCloud may turn suddenly, and if

you take the wrong path, you're toast.

You made it! Now
you can go back to

Corneria and cele-

brate a grand victo-

ry and a joyous

reunion! Isn't that

right, James?
James? Where did

he go?

\ Mission No* 7

MISSION
ACCOMPLISHED

7
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VS. MODE
To supplement your combat training, Arspace Dynamics Co.,

Ltd. engineers have constructed a Vs. Mode simulator that
pits you against your fellow pilots in mock combat. Up to

four pilots can participate in a battle, and there are three
battle formats to choose from. This is the perfect tool for

honing your skills!

V5. MODE TACTICS

FRIENDLY FIRE
The simulated cockpit and inslru-

ments are a bit different from a true

Arwing's, hut flight and weapons

control are exactly the same as the

real thing's. The split screen allows up

to four pilots to participate. If there

are fewer than four pilots in a battle,

the extra screens will display tfie

action from various angles. You can

customize certain features before a

battle, and you can choose from two

out of three battle sites, depending

on which tvpe of match you've

selected.

Once certain conditions

have been met (see page

120) you'(| also be able to

select a Landrpastor tank

and a hologram of yourself

armed with a bazooka!

Laser Upgrades and Smart

Bombs are available in Vs.

Mode. They appear as while

dots on the radar screen. £
Defeated vehicles turn into

items.

This option allows novices

to challenge experts on

equal footing The higher the

handicap, the less shield

energy you have when the

match begins.

In a Time battle, the computer clock is set

lor anywhere from one to five minutes. The
pilot with Ihe most wins at the end of the

period is

you're shot 1,[W(|f t . xL
down, your

f

—
tally of wins * „ - ^
is reset back

tome. " \ ’

Combatants agree c* a numberrrom one to

five and enter it into the computer The f irst

one to defeat that many vehicles is thepin-

ner. If you re defeated fand^a one has won
yet), you reenter combat in a new vehicle.

This is a “sudden death" match m which

each pilot is given one vehicle. If you’re

defeated, you're out of the match. The Iasi

surviving pilot is declared the winner.

In Vs Mode, if an opponent

gets a target lock on your vehi-

cle, youTI hear a warning beep,

and your ship will be tagged *

with a red cursor Pull a loop or

a U turn to break the lock



SECTOR Z
yp

This n$tfMbatfle site is modeled after 4 portion of the Sector Z space

junkyard. The arena is very tall, and you can climb, dive and perform

complex maneuvers without worrying almut smack frig Into the

ground. Flying through the debris in the corners 14 hazardous, but

that's where you'll find Laser Upgrades afid Smart Bomb" Of course,

Landmasiers and characters aren't available here. *

1
^ „

A ^ K
|
JE Kr

x
* fl

I 1 J

V* *' f
* * \ *

t
’

KATIMA
W

The Katina battle site is available onh in a Time Trial. Exceptor the

central Katina base pyramid, the arena is wide open, leaving

landmasters and characters with little useful cover. This to where wits

and ability will count the most* Keep an eye on vour radar screen at all

times. If vouVe in an Arw ing, remember that v6u can see ground units

only if you're fairh low and close to them.

This battle site is modeled after a tv pit a 1 urban area on Corneria. The

buildings aren't grouped tightk; but thev do pros ide cover from enemy
fire. There are items hidden among the arches and other structures

'marked bv the stars on the map), so sou'll also be able, to practice

>tunt riving and emergency maneuvers. If sou choose to drive a

Landmaster, the pvramidsare good shields against aerial attack.

CORNERIA
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In an t?\iiu«*ive interview

with Nintendo Power for the Star Fox G4
Player^ Guide, SNgeru Miyamoto
the creation of Star Fox 64 and"other relat-

ed topic** from hi*, office at Nintendo’!*

Kyoto headyuarter* . It you ever wondered
where the Star Fox idea cafne from, or

what the premier game-designer in the

world thinks about when he’s making a

game, then read on- You might even Find

out what Star Sheep is all about.
*

Yes, \

asked
for additional

changes to add

more excitement,

I wanted to see

changes to some

of the basic rules,

as well.

the new technologies into each new

Mario game. What comes next? Soper

Mario 128? Actually, that's exactly what

I want to do (laughs).

We saw Star Fox 2 for the Super

NES several years ago, but it never

came out. Did you use any ideas from

that game En Star Fox 64?

How about

map design?

nintendo player’s guide

TOPIC:
THE GOALS FOR STAR FOX 64

We heard that you did the job of

the director even though officially

you were the producer of Star Fox 64.

(Laughing.)

^ No, it's not true. Since i designed

the original Star Fox game, I am responsi-

ble tor the basic game design, but I fully

relied upon other people to direct the

game.

© We also heard that you had many

opinions about how to change the

Corneria stage, especially after the game

was finished.

Why did you make Star Fox 64 a

remake of the original

Star Fox?

We wanted to produce

1 an interesting

game design rather

than a new story.

Sometimes i ask

myself if we
should con-

tinue this

app roac h

.

For exam-
ple, should

we keep try

ing to put all

I made changes in Corneria and

T1I Meteo. 1 think that the first 30

minutes of a game is the the most impor-

tant. It's the producer's job to make sure

that it's exciting.

We borrowed several ideas. Alb

Range Mode, Multi-Player Mode
Star Wo ft' scenario all came from

Star Fox 2. Pd sav 60% of SF64 comes

from the original game, 30% from SF2

and 10% is entirely new.

and the
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S So you really wanted to make the

definitive Star Fox game with the

N64 title?

Nol exactly, I'm nol so

attached to the Star Fox theme.

The origi nal game was a challenge to

push the limits of the [Super NES] hard-

ware. When we showed the game to

people, they said, "Uh, what's that tri-

angle?" For us the polygon shapes were
part of a ship or a building, not just a

flat triangle. Now, after finishing Star

Fox 64, f can look back and see that it

really was just a flat triangle (laughs}.

© What were some of the things that

didn't work in the original game?

I really wanted to make realis-

tic aiming and shooting—sort

of a floating feeling. But it was difficult

to get it to work on the Super NES. I

wanted to improve that in the N64
game.

Now the Arwing control is

remarkably smooth. Did you
want to include more special moves than

the loop and U-turn?

If we make another Star Fox,

well probably add a move and

delete a move. I don't want the play con-

trol system to be too complicated. The
Arwing has to be able to do a lot in a dog-

fight without an overly complex control

system. Maybe the current system is pret-

ty close to ideal,

K

,

ft The configuration of the button

controls always seem to be very

good in your games. How do you
decide what button operates what
function?

I had a problem with the place-

ment of the boost button in this

game. J thought it might make more

sense to use the top C Button, but if you

put the camera control on the left C
Button, then players wouldn't acciden-

tally hit it and shift their view. I tried

many alternatives, but I'm satisfied now
with the final arrangement.

Qj. You must be happy with it. You
didn't include a configure mode.

Actually, we kept the configure

mode until the end of last

January, but we decided that we should

emphasize Star- Fox-1 ike game play and

we deleted the option. Also, we wanted

lo establish a sort of standard for Control

Stick operations.

© With most games, you have said

that you begin design with an

experimental core sequence. Did you

do that here?

Since we began with the idea

of converting the original Star

Fox, we didn't have to do any experi-

ments. Shaping up the graphics w'as

one sort of experiment, and discover-

ing how many enemy characters we
can move with intelligent action was
another. Real-time dialogue was also a

big experiment when we began this

game,

€S It seems surprising that Fox has a

W speaking part. It's hard to imagine

player characters like Mario or Link

speaking in one of your games.

Yes, I'm also surprised (laughs).

I supervised the script editing,

but much of it was entrusted to other

staff members. Then I discovered that

Fox was speaking. Where did that

come from? But, as it turns out, the

speaking parts are kepi to a minimum.
It's different from an RPC character

speaking.

^ In Japan, some players have

complained that Slippy does-

n't croak. That is to say, he doesn't

make a croaking sound.

I told them to cut the croaking

(laughs). It was too childlike.

TOPIC:
A GAME LIKE A MOVIE

J At l he Tokyo Game Show, you

talked about how Star Fox 64 is a

movie-like game. Could you explain

more about this?

I don't have the exact answer to

this. For ten years, people have

talked about interactive movies, mainly

people in the film industry. Game devel-

opers have also tried to make interactive

movies, but they usually turn out to be

more movie- 1 ike than gamedike. It seems

that a lot of game people seem to think

that movies are superior, for some reason,

but we don't think that at all. Still, we
think that we can borrow good ideas

from the movies, like dramatic camera

movements and the use of real-time voic-

es. In Star Fox 64, we found that the over-

all experience gave us a fuller, movie-like

feeling. Basically, movies are a passive

experience and games are active. I didn't

exactly set out to do this, but Star Fox 64

became an example of what I think inter-

active movies can be.

star fox E4 O
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Do you think that camera work ts

the most important thing you can

learn from movies?

There are tons of things we can

learn, but camera work is very

important. Since i have been working on

3-D games, I have begun specifying cam-

era angles, locations and movement. I

think about these things now when I

watch movies.

TOPIC:
NEW RUMBLINGS IN

STAR FOX 64

© What are some of the problems

you encountered while program-

ming the Rumble Pak vibration

sequences?

In some situations, players don't

understand why they feel a

vibration. For instance, when the Attack

Carrier flies overhead [in the branching

path of Corned a] it is because of the

proximity of this huge machine. We
deleted similar effects when we found

that they were too confusing.

What are the plans tor the next

Rumble Pak game?

rd like to use it as much as pos-

sible. I'd like to use it with

Golden Eye, tor instance.

G Why did you choose a tank and a

submarine for use in the game?

I didn't. My staff came up with

those ideas. At first, I wanted to

have the Arwing transform into a human-

type craft. They ail hated the idea so I told

them to come up with something better.

They did.

G Where did the idea of the fighting

team come from?

made a s^oung
that® also

I wanted to make a "you are

here" type of feeling in the game.

For example, in Katina, you're going

there to help friendly troops. Then there's

also the sense that you're not alone and

sometimes you just get caught up in the

fight.

Do NPCs | Non-Player Characters]

tike Bill and Katt help give you

that feeling?

Yes, although there weren't a

lot of RPG players on the

development team so they didn't

know what I meant when I told them

about adding NPCs.

Star Fox wasn't always the

name of the game. Before an

animal hero was chosen,

Mr. Miyamoto scribbled down
lots of al ternate ideas. He even

saved the scratch pad, which

we're printing here. Just imag-

ine if he had chosen the name
Star Sheep or Star Sparrow.

© We love the multi-player mode.

Was it an original part of the

game design?

BJH I think multi-player games are

H important for the N64. With four

players, it gets very exciting. With this in

mind, we came up with the Star Fox 64

four-player mode at an early stage of

development. We had already thought

about multi-player modes for Star Fox 2,

as well.

Q What is your favorite place in Star

Fox 64?

IHI
I like the branch route of Venom 1

.

When the characters split up,

you have to decide who to help. Falco

should be okay on his own, but I worry

about Slippy (laughs). 1 would like to cre-

ate more of those situations. Also, I like

the looping action of the Arwing. IPs fun

and easy to control. That's what

Nintendo games are all about.

Are you 100% satisfied with Star

Fox 64?

No, though I ih ink wc did a bet-

ter job of making use of the

N64's capabilities than in Super Mario

64. In the game design, I wanted players

to have to use more strategic thinking.

For instance, if you rescue one thing,

you'll lose something else.
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THE REAL STAR FOX
Fushimi Innri is a famous shrine located about ten minutes
walking distance Iron? Nintendo Co. Ltd. in Kyoto. When Mr.
Miyamoto decided to use an animal character as the hero for

the original Star Fox, the choice of the fox came to him from
the statue in this shrine.

Innri, the fox, is a tradi-

tional god el grain in

Japan. When Mr,

Miyamoto was courting

his wife-lo be, they often
strolled through the shrine

gfounds ol Fushimi Inari.

Look closely around the

eyes of the statue and
you'll see a hint of Fox

McCloud staring hack.

If you visited the area surrounding the shrine <if fushimi Inari; you’d find

many reminders of Inari, like the sign hy this shop. You'll also find items for

sale in the shape of the fox. like (he cermonial mask CW k

TOPIC:
OTHER UPCOMING
N64 GAMES

© Can you tell us anything about

the other games that are in devel-

opment for the N64?

Right now we are working on

GoldenEye, Yoshi's Island 64

and Zelda 64. GoldenEye is being done
by Rare. That kind of first-person game
makes very good use of the Control Stick,

but it's not something we're very good at

here at BAD. I'm glad that Rare is work-

ing on it. Turok was a good example of

that type of game. I appreciated how the

developers made use of the hardware in

their game design. I even thought about

using some similar things in Zelda 64,

but we're kind of heading in a different

direction on that game.

It will be easy to move about, but

your use of the Control Stick will

determine if you discover new things. You

will be able to rotate backgrounds as if

you were directing the game. It should be

more fun that the original because of the

power of the hardware.

And what about Zelda 64?

I'm working full-time on Zelda

64 now. Zelda will be a more
realistic, emotional adventure than Super

Mario 64. 1 want players to be able to feel

the game. They should be able to feel

light and shadow, and even temperature

and humidity. With the power of the

N64, we can express all of these things.

There will be many interactive movie

elements in Zelda 64, as well. If I could

spend the next two years on this game, it

would be unbelievable (laughs).

How soon will we see It in North

America?

Conversion from Japanese to

English needs a certain amount

of time. Perhaps four months after the

Japanese version, I would guess that by

about April or May next year you will be

reading a Zelda 64 Player's Guide.

What are your favorite parts of

the game?

B Since I'm a father, I like the final

stage where lames McCloud
returns to guide his son, Fox, through the

tunnel to escape from Venom. I also like

the ending scene at Katina when you

have all the allied fighters flying in for-

mation, To get that you have to make
sure that you don't hit Bill or any of the

other good guys.

Using the Control Stick is very

important to your plans?

What will you change in Yoshi

Island 64 from the original?

Yes, Zelda 64 will be an adven-

ture that both beginners and

can enjoy. Intuitive play control

is a big part of that, and the Control

Stick lets you make very natural feeling

moves.

dm
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TOP SECRET FILE
Seeing that you’re spearheading the struggle against

Andross, General Miyamoto has ordered that you be

given top security clearance for the duration of this

campaign. This data file is classified as Top Secret. For

Your Eyes Only. Share this information only with those

individuals who also have top-secret

EXTRA MODE
If you win a medal in every mission, you'll enable the Extra Mode* The Extra Mode

gives access to the Landmaster tank in the Vs. Mode, a sound test feature, an

interesting Wick For your Nf>4 and last, but certainly nol least, a set of expert mis-

sions. the Extra Mode features will he automatically added lo your main menu,

and you won't have to do anything special Lo get to Hum The expert missions have

the same layouts as the 'normal missions, hut there are more enemies to defeat,

and some enemies will be tougher and smarter than before. As a bonus, you'll also

notice that a certain dashing young pilot is wearing some very cool shades—much

like his father's! » %
:

ARWING VS. LANDMASTER SOUND

LOGO TRICK

FOX VS. FALCD VS. PEPPY VS. SLIPPY
You can also earn medals in the expert mis-

sions, giving first-class pilots some iresh

challenges. If you collecl another full sel of

medals, you'll enable one Iasi special fea-

ture: Ihe ability lo select Star Fox team

members in Vs. Mode, Along with space-

ships and tanks, you'll he able to pit

bazooka-toting animals against each olher

in combat!

nintdpuclo player^ guide
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ROB 64’5 RIGHT! THERE ARE TOMS MORE GAMES TO PLAY, AMD
WHERE ARE YOU GOIMG TO TURN FOR HELP? LOOK TO MIMTEMOO
POWER EVERY MONTH FOR THE BEST TIPS, CODES, MAPS, STRATE-
GIES AMD OTHER TOP SECRET IMSIDER IMFORMATIOM. IT COMES
STRAIGHT FROM THE PROS AT MIMTEMOO! WHO WOULD KNOW MORE
ABOUT THE GAMES YOU LOVE TO PLAY? FOR JUST $19.95* YOU PICK
UP A FULL DME-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION—AMO YOU OOM’T HAVE TO FLY
TO VEMOM TO GET IT. WE’LL ZAP IT RIGHT TO YOUR MAILBOX!
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In space, no one can hear you screanjii'thBr^s- why you

need the IMinten^ly Player's Guide^orupprd in case of

emergencies. When the forces of AiJjjKiss fill the shy

with lethal fighters, that’s the^ime you heed the

||c expert strategies straight ffom the pros at

Nintendo Power. With the Star Fox 64, Player’s

Guide .
In your flight plan,

.

you'll be in fatal command of the 073
™

mission, scoring medals* setting

record hit counts, activating
warps and discovering secrets

* %v

known 'only to the elite fighter

pilots of Cornpria.
|

• Pro tips and strategies •

£

• Complete maps of every stage •
• 9 g

^ r

* Hot multi-player tactics

* Detailed flight plans for Secret missions


